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Executive Summary 
This deliverable provides important insights regarding the implementation and deployment of 
the C4IIoT framework. It presents the experiences and the lessons learned during the 
development of the C4IIoT platform and present a set of guidelines and best practices which 
focus on security measures for industrial environments and IoT ecosystems, however many of 
them would apply to any connected device in general. 
The deliverable also shows the final architecture of C4IIoT as has been established after the 
refinements and revisions that have been made since the beginning of the project, as well as a 
brief log of the most significant changes. 
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1 Introduction 
The C4IIoT is composed of an array of devices, software and communication protocols that 
function as a whole together. This deliverable provides important insights regarding the 
implementation and deployment of the C4IIoT framework. In particular, it describes the best 
practices for maintaining and operating C4IIoT framework in the long term, as well as the 
challenges faced throughout the designing and development phases and the corresponding 
actions taken to address them. It also shows the usefulness of the C4IIoT solution and its 
efficient use in large-scale environments. Finally, it provides an end-user guide for installing, 
deploying and using the C4IIoT framework and its components. 
The purpose of this deliverable is to document our experience and the lessons learned during 
the development of the C4IIoT platform and present a set of guidelines and best practices that 
focus on security measures for industrial environments and IoT ecosystems, however many of 
them would apply to any connected device in general. 

1.1 Structure of the Document 

This deliverable is divided into the following sections: Section 2 describes the challenges that 
the consortium faced during the development of the C4IIoT platform and the corresponding 
actions taken. It also presented the lessons learned and the best practices for setting up a security 
platform. Section 3 shows the final architecture of C4IIoT as has been established after the 
refinements and revisions that have been made since the beginning of the project, and also 
presents a brief log of the most significant changes. Finally, Section 4 provides the installation 
manuals and the user guides for each of the components of the C4IIoT platform. 
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2 Challenges, Lessons Learned and Best Practices 
In this section we report the challenges, risks and problems we faced during the setup of the 
platform and how we tackle each of them. We also describe the lessons learned during the 
development and deployment of the C4IIoT integrated platform that described in WP2, WP3, 
and WP4. 

2.1 Challenges 

Table 1 reports the challenges, risks and problems we faced for each of the modules of the 
platform and how we tackle each of them. 

 
Table 1: The challenges and problems faced during the development and deployment of the C4IIoT 

platform and the corresponding actions taken 

Challenges and Actions taken per module 

Secure Elements in Edge Nodes (SEEN) 
Challenges: 

1. The edge nodes in the C4IIoT Framework are used in two quite different use cases, hence they 
require different HSMs (Hardware Security Modules (HSMs): in the Smart Factory use case the 
edge nodes are single board computers, such as Raspberry Pi, while in the Logistics 4.0 use case 
the edge nodes are low-power devices with no Operating System. 

2. Each edge node (and its corresponding secure element) has to interact with the deployed 
blockchain network, which requires that Infineon OPTIGA TPM and Hyperledger Fabric client 
are compatible and can establish a trustworthy communication. 

3. During the testing process, some issues concerning the installation process appeared. For 
example, AVGs simulators and BACS components had to be installed in the edge node in order 
to communicate with upper layers located in Cloud servers. 

4. In the authentication process carried out by the factory staff, different cases were studied. Factory 
personnel have different ways of accessing the nodes, either to update them or to modify certain 
parameters. These ways of access must be taken into account. 

Actions taken: 

• For solving the first issue, IFAG provided different HSMs in order to satisfy the requirements of 
the two use cases. In the Logistics4.0 use case, IFAG provided the OPTIGA Trust M. This secured 
that the element works with no operating system platform and provides low power consumption. 
In the Smart Factory use case, there are different HSMs depending the requirements. Infineon 
OPTIGA TPM2.0 was used for the communication with the blockchain. Blokchain2go smart card 
that is in charge of personal authentication via NFC and USB Dongle OPTIGA Trust M was used 
by the same purpose via USB interface. 

• For addressing the issues raised in the integration between Hyperledger Fabric and OPTIGA 
TPM2.0, IFAG had to modify the code implemented in the TCG standard related to the PKCS#11 
interface. In addition, in collaboration with IBM, some modifications were made in the 
Hyperledger Fabric client running in the Raspberry Pi. 

• During the installation of the components in a Docker container running in a Raspberry Pi, the 
issues arisen in the deployment was resolved by correcting the versions and enabling the 
necessary rules in the network firewall. 

• In order to deal with the authentication process carried out by the factory staff, two authentication 
ways were raised, one carried out via NFC and another via USB. Both use a built-in secure 
element where the operator stores the keys. 

Trusted Execution Environments in Edge 
Challenges: 
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• IoT devices are extremely heterogeneous in terms of hardware: focusing on specific devices or 
vendor locked-in solutions will restrict future sustainability. 

• The security of IoT devices is notoriously lacking compared to the security of traditional 
computing systems, mainly due to the lack of abstractions and modules that could be used even 
by non-experts to create security-by-design decisions. 

Actions taken: 

• To avoid any dependencies with vendor specific hardware (i.e., vendor lock-in problem), we 
decided to provide solutions that are also based on commodity, off-the-self, hardware, such as 
Intel SGX. 

• We proposed and designed a framework for Android OS, called Andromeda, that provides secure 
enclaves for Android OS to mitigate attacks that target sensitive or critical code, data and 
communication channels. Andromeda offers the first SGX interface for Android OS (to the best 
of our knowledge), as well as services that enhance its security and offer protection schemes for 
several applications that deal with sensitive or secret data. It can provide remote attestation 
mechanisms that allow communicating parties to verify their identity, as well as to prove that 
code is executed securely on hardware-assisted software enclaves. 

Binary Code Analysis for Security (BINSEC) 
Challenges: 

• The majority of the C4IIoT modules appeared to be 64-bit executables, even for low-power 
devices, while BINSEC specializes for 32-bit architectures. 

• The IDA pro binary analysis tool, which used by our fuzzing engine to recover the control flow 
graph is available using a commercial license only, which prevents us from incorporating it in a 
fully automated tool that could analyse any input binary. 

Actions taken: 

• A completely new decoder for the common x86-64-bit architecture has been implemented. There 
were different difficulties about this, such as the fact that we never implemented any 64-bit 
architecture before (which broke some our tool invariants); the fact that x86-64 is a very complex 
architecture which is not a trivial extension on top of the x86-32-bit architecture. To overcome 
these difficulties, we implemented an adaptor to the decoder of the UNISIM simulator platform, 
so that we could reuse their thoroughly tested decoder. 

• Concerning the IDA pro issue, for the initial demonstrated we had separated the static analysis 
phase (that we performed on our computers equipped with IDA pro) from the fuzzing phase, so 
that we could put the static analysis results with the binary that we wanted to test. This worked 
but was a severe limit to full automation. What we did to overcome this problem was to take 
advantage of the fact that in 2019, the NSA open-sourced its Ghidra tool, a binary analysis 
platform which is a concurrent to IDA pro. That Ghidra tool became mature enough during the 
course of the project that we could replace the analysis done by IDA by an analysis done by 
Ghidra, so we replaced that part of our code. This allowed to ship, in the last version, a docker 
container which is entirely self-contained to analyse binaries. 

SDN controller (DISCO) 
Challenges: 

• SDN layer physical infrastructure: Towards the end of the project, the SDN layer had to move 
from an emulated architecture in the cloud to a physical infrastructure. This move highlighted the 
need to have switches compatible with the OpenFlow 1 protocol that enables the SDN 
functionalities. 

• SDN intent translation: The OpenFlow protocol supports low level SDN rules which are very 
precise and scoped. This API was too fine grained for the others Mitigation Engine components 
to work with. For example, VariaMos (the component deciding the reaction) doesn’t have the 
concept of “datapath-id” which identifies an Openflow device. 

 
1 McKeown, Nick; et al. (April 2008). "OpenFlow: Enabling innovation in campus networks". ACM SIGCOMM Computer 
Communication Review. doi:10.1145/1355734.1355746. Retrieved 2 November 2009. 
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Actions taken: 

• TSG provided some ARM based physical devices (Raspberry PIs) and configured the necessary 
components to transform them into SDN switches supporting the OpenFlow protocol. 

• TSG developed a higher level SDN API. This API is bound to VariaMos and translates the 
reaction into OpenFlow rules. It is intent based as it hides the underlying network complexity. 

Cyber-Attack Reactive Mitigation Action Search (CARMAS) 
Challenges: 

1. The existing UP1PS tool that was initially intended to be integrated to the C4IIoT framework, 
called VariaMos, is a Model-Driven Dynamic Product Line Engineering (MDDPLE) tool. It 
supports, among many other services, the runtime reconfiguration of a system from a change in 
its operational context. The idea of using it for mitigation action search was based on viewing (1) 
such actions as reconfiguration actions of the network to protect and (2) the operational context 
as the absence or presence of suspected ongoing attack in the network. Following this view 
presupposed the development of a detailed dynamic product line model for the whole system. 
Such development would have required all C4IIoT partners to adopt such a MDDPLE approach 
to model in detail both the network to protect and its protection components from the beginning 
of the project. This turned out to be impractical. 

Actions taken: 

• Reframe the task of mitigation action search as a heuristic mapping from an input list of suspected 
attack actions to an output list of proposed mitigation actions that minimize the estimated business 
loss of these suspected attack actions. 

• Reengineering the configuration search component of VariaMos as such heuristic mapping 
service and deliver its result as a new stand-alone tool, called CARMAS, deployed as a 
containerized web service allowing it to be seamlessly integrated to both the C4IIoT framework 
and VariaMos; 

• In collaboration with partners providing other components interacting with CARMAS in the 
C4IIoT framework workflow, develop an ontology of IIoT attack and mitigation actions guiding 
the heuristic search performed by CARMAS. 

Field gateway/ SDN-enabled switch/router 
Challenges: 

1. The field gateway is the closest node to the edge devices and serves as intermediary between 
them and cloud infrastructure, as such it must provide a very high level of security in terms of 
physical protection and network access. 

2. The communication between the field gateway and the cloud infrastructure should be protected 
in such way that both data integrity and confidentiality are preserved after leaving mobile 
operator’s protected environment.   

Actions taken: 

• The field gateway was deployed within A1 infrastructure, over a virtualized environment that 
enables high level of security and resiliency. For the logistic use case, the field gateway is placed 
behind the carrier-grade firewall and the communication with the edge devices is performed over 
a closed, secure, communication network. 

• The field gateway is constantly monitored and any hardware or software resource issues or 
attempts of unauthorized access are registered by A1 Network Operations Centre. 

• The secure communications between the field gateway and the cloud infrastructure are protected 
using a VPN connection over IPsec tunnels (deploying a Cisco ASA 5550 VPN equipment 
configured to use AES-256). 

Traffic Analysis Module (TAM) 
Challenges: 

1. The majority of network traffic is becoming encrypted, while traditional NIDS (Network 
Intrusion Detection Systems) do not provide detection mechanisms for encrypted traffic. 

2. IoT setting has restricted resources for consumption and different hardware and software 
characteristics. 
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Actions taken: 

• We developed mechanisms which create signatures based on packet metadata and used publicly 
available datasets for validation. We also added extra functionality from open-source solutions to 
validate TLS connections. 

• We ported our module in Python in order to provide an easier to integrate solution with less 
technical requirements; we also ported our module for MS Windows. 

Security-aware dynamic offloading decision mechanism (MEDICI) 
Challenges: 

1. One issue faced was the not accessible network-based data for the possible offloading destination 
of the MEDICI tool. Live network-based data was planned to be used within MEDICI to select 
the most used suitable offloading destination informed by the current network state. 

2. Another issue faced, was having the ability to dynamically add new offloading destinations to 
MEDICI at run time without the need to restart the MEDICI service. It was discovered that more 
BACS modules (offloading destinations) may be brought online at later stage, therefore MEDICI 
would need to be informed of these new modules to be selected by MEDICIs decision. 

3. A further challenge was not having comparable performance metrics for the various BACS 
models used in the FG and Cloud network layers. For MEDICIs decision algorithm to select the 
most suitable offloading destination, live real-time comparable performance metrics of the BACS 
model is required. Initially, the execution time of the BACS model of the offloaded task was 
planned to be used, but it was later realised that the more complex BACS models located at the 
cloud layer have very similar execution times to those located at the FG layer. Moreover, it was 
also later discovered that all tasks to be offloaded by MEDICI where of a similar size and type, 
meaning the amount of processing time of the BACS models wouldn’t overly vary due to the task 
being executed. These two factors minimised the effectivity of selecting the most suitable BACS 
model (offloading destination) involving the execution time of each model. 

Actions taken: 

• To resolve the challenge of collecting real-time network-based data, a MEDICI Agent service 
was developed. This agent service could then be deployed alongside each possible offloading 
destination (i.e., BACS model), which would then be contacted by the core MEDICI service to 
collected network-based data, such as round-trip latency, for every destination. 

• To address the issue of needing to be able to dynamically add new BACS models at run time, was 
resolved by the introduction of new Kafka topic (NewBACS) in which the necessary details of 
the new BACS model could be given. MEDICI then uses the information to contact the newly 
added BACS model to gather some initial execution information, and then validates the new 
model as a possible offloading destination. 

• Lastly, to resolve the challenge of not having comparable metrics between the BACS models 
since execution time was determined to be less useful. After some research, it was discovered 
that the execution confidence of the models could be made comparable by weighting it using the 
models F1 score achieve during training, as the F1 score is calculated in a standardised way across 
all BACS models. Hence, MEDICI takes account of both the execution time and weighted 
execution score in conduction with network-based data to select the most suitable offloading 
destination. 

Cloud Gateway 
Challenges: 

1. The Cloud Gateway, as single point of contact for all C4IIoT components inside the Cloud Layer, 
needs to coordinate the naming of the URLs of the endpoints for all services. Since components 
are developed independently one from the other, external service name need to be uniquely 
established. 

2. The Cloud Gateway offers an HTTPS endpoint, using a certificate provided by C4IIoT Private 
CA/PKI (EJBCA). This CA needs to be trusted by all other C4IIoT components to access the 
services exposed by Cloud Gateway 

3. In general, the Cloud Gateway executes TLS termination at the border of the Cloud Layer, and 
can use either HTTP or HTTPS internally to forward requests to internal component. If the 
C4IIoT component needs to terminate the TLS connection of the external client, a special 
configuration is required. 
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4. One specific communication component (Kafka) uses a proprietary protocol and does not offer a 
REST API, therefore special configuration is required. 

Actions taken: 

• At the integration phase, the URL names of the C4IIoT endpoints hosted inside the Cloud Layer 
were documented and shared inside the project. 

• All C4IIoT requiring X.509 certificate receive them from the C4IIoT Private CA/PKI, together 
with a trust bundle containing the certificate of this CA to configure as trusted. 

• Configuring the Cloud Gateway with “HTTPS pass-through” is possible for specific components. 
The only constraint is the usage of a dedicated alias host name inside the specific service endpoint 
(the ‘c4iiot1’ host name can’t be used for pass-through endpoints). 

• For proprietary protocols, the Cloud Gateway will provide specific external ports (NodePorts) to 
trusted component, that are responsible to enforce the usage of secure communication techniques 
(e.g., TLS encryption) on those channels. 

Cloud Management and Orchestration 
Challenges: 

1. Even though the MicroK8s single node Kubernetes offers all needed features to support C4IIoT 
components, however the resource usage of the components needs to be closely monitored to 
avoid bottlenecks. 

2. The Harbor Private Docker Registry offers privacy and security features for all images stored 
inside this registry and used by C4IIoT components. These features are not guaranteed if the 
C4IIoT components use images stored on Internet  

Actions taken: 

• Periodic monitoring of MicroK8s status is performed using the K8s Dashboard GUI. Since the 
default version of the dashboard inside MicroK8s had a bug preventing the correct display of 
Ingress component (the one implementing the Cloud Gateway), a newer version has been 
installed. 

• The deployments of components inside the Cloud Layer are periodically monitored to validate 
the usage of correct and safe images – reporting back to the respective developers in case of 
doubts 

Risk Assessment 
Challenges: 

1. Identify a model to carry out the risk assessment for the industrial partner, relevant for C4IIOT 
2. Perform the Risk assessment to industrial partner and the interview to fill the risk assessment 

model during the pandemic period 

Actions taken: 

• The actions taken to best answer the challenge were to adopt the HPE practices and apply them 
to the risk assessment models available on the market (ISO, CCSK etc) 

• HPE scheduled f2f meeting with the industrial partner to explain the model and forward the risk 
assessment (xls) to industrial partner to review and fill, then we analysed the result and check it 
again with partner. 

Identity Management 
Challenges: 

1. The Private CA/PKI is based on Open Source EJBCA software, which has an excellent reputation. 
This CA needs to be used for all X.509 certificates used inside C4IIoT project by any component. 
Developers of some components require the generation of many certificates with specific 
metadata. 

2. Compile the documents in accordance with RFC and X 509 best practice to have a base for audits. 
3. Create an association between EE (end entity) and x509 certificate to have an Identity 

Management system 

Actions taken: 
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• Specific CA/PKI client certificates have been created to allow specific C4IIoT project partners to 
generate certificates for their deployments. These accounts are only permitted to issue certificates 
for one SubCA and of the specific entity profiles for which the partner has full responsibility. 

• We defined the Certification Practice Statement (CPS) and Certificate Policy (CP) in a document 
that specifies the practices that a Certificate Authority (CA) employs to issue certificates on its 
public key infrastructure (PKI). This document is important for providing a baseline for auditing 
a Certificate Authority. 

• The PKI/CA system with the Validation Authority provided an association between the X509 
Certificate and the end entity that could be an IOT device, system or person, and manage it over 
the EJBCA web interface. 

Security Assurance Module (SAM) 
Challenges: 

1. The cloud infrastructure is deployed using Kubernetes while SAM is originally developed using 
Docker containers, thus requiring modifications to SAM’s component intercommunication. 

2. The ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) stack and the Beats utilised by the Elasticsearch-
based Event Captors have to be configured to receive data from the various k8s pods that host 
C4IIoT’s software assets. 

3. The C4IIoT infrastructure contains various software and hardware assets that remote and/or 
incompatible with the ELK stack. 

Actions taken: 

• We deployed SAM’s Cyber System Asset Loader, Vulnerability Analyser, Dynamic Tester and 
Everest using k8s pods and reconfigured the necessary intercommunications between the 
components and the rest of the C4IIoT infrastructure. Also, we deployed all the necessary services 
and databases required by SAM and its GUI using Kubernetes. 

• Following best practices, we configure the ELK stack and Beats on Kubernetes so the 
Elasticsearch-based Event Captors can monitor the status of C4IIot’s software components 
deployed on the cauterised cloud infrastructure 

• For SAM to be able to monitor all C4IIoT assets while residing in the cloud infrastructure, 
including assets that do not support a local deployment of the ELK stack or reside in remote 
network locations and within VPNs we develop and deploy custom Native Event Captors. These 
captors are specifically designed for each asset that cannot be monitored via the ELK stack or 
resides at a remote and/or protected network location and are responsible for obtaining live data 
about the security status of the target asset and report the results to EVEREST hosted on the cloud 
infrastructure.   

Decentralised Access Control (DAC) 
Challenges: 

1. The edge nodes in the logistics use-case are low-power devices with no operating system, not 
allowing the DAC components to be deployed on the edge nodes. With only a single logistics 
field gateway and a cloud layer, a decentralized Blockchain such as the Hyperledger Fabric, 
which we first planned to utilize, seemed less suitable for the logistics use-case as it is not truly 
decentralized. 

2. Another issue raised during the shape up of the C4IIoT architecture was the adjustments needed 
by DAC to integrate with IFAG’s secure element. Our Hyperledger Fabric clients needed to allow 
signing transactions without a secret key provided, but rather by utilizing the external secure 
element to sign a transaction hash. 

3. Controlling the access of the various C4IIoT entities to data protected by DAC is based on the 
Attribute-Based Encryption technology. Utilizing ABE is based on the assumption that ABE 
secret keys that encodes attributes (privileges) are somehow given to the C4IIoT entities by a 
trusted party. Figuring out how to do this was a challenge. 

4. During the execution of the C4IIoT first complete prototype, a concern regarding the performance 
of the DAC was raised. The main concern was allowing the visualization component to query the 
Hyperledger Fabric ledger and to decrypt data encrypted under ABE at a large scale. 

Actions taken: 
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• The challenge of the logistics use-case non-decentralized nature was addressed by introducing a 
new innovative Blockchain technology developed by IBM research: the Blockchain Database. 
This solution, described in detail in deliverable D3.4, is a centralized Blockchain that we found 
to fit the needs of the logistics use-case, providing us with an opportunity to demonstrate another 
Blockchain technology alongside the decentralized Hyperledger Fabric. 

• To address the challenge of integrating with IFAG’s secure element, we added support for signing 
transactions by a component external to the Hyperledger Client, using the PKCS 11 protocol. 
This protocol is supported by the secure element, allowing the HLF client to utilize it. 

• To address the challenge regarding the ABE secret keys and attributes, we integrated with HPE’s 
identity management solution, and in particular with its certificate authority. The main concept 
was to utilize the identity management as the single root of trust in C4IIoT and avoid creating 
another source of trust related to the ABE. For that, we added the ABE attributes as another field 
in the certificates signed by the certificate authority. Thus, issuing a signed certificate for an 
entity, with a set of attributes, constitutes an approval for this entity for having the specified 
attributes. We then implemented another component, ABE keys-issuing, that issues secret ABE 
keys given a certificate signed by C4IIoT certificate authority. This component extracts the 
attributes an entity is entitled of from its signed certificate, and creates a personal ABE secret key 
with these attributes encoded in. 

• The challenge of DAC performance was addressed by some improvements that were 
implemented into DAC components. We followed best practices and recommendations of 
Hyperledger Fabric and its underlying CouchDB and added indexes to smart contracts in order 
to allow better performance when querying the HLF ledger. We also added an API for our ABE 
client, allowing to decrypt multiple data items in a batch, and implemented support for parallel 
execution, in order to support higher throughput when decrypting data by the visualization 
component of C4IIoT. 

Data Fusion Bus (DFB) 
Challenges: 

1. Even though the C4IIoT platform maintains its own identity management system, the DFB 
module was designed to provide access to the Kafka topics through its own self-signed 
certificates. 

2. DFB was designed to work as a cluster on both the field gateways and the cloud server, 
automatically replicating each topic. This was not possible due to not having a connection 
between the two Field Gateways. 

3. A component which would verify the integrity of the information before storing it to the storage 
using IBM's DAC was required. 

4. A component which would add the data's id on the Blockchain element of DAC after storing it 
was required. 

Actions taken: 

• DFB was adjusted to trust C4IIoT's private certificate authority (CA) and the certificates used to 
provide access to the Kafka topics being produced and signed by this CA. 

• A different instance of the DFB was installed on each server to support the modules using Kafka. 
The data of each topic are replicated between the topics using Kafka mirror makers which send 
the data to the appropriate topics, when needed, continuously. Mirrormakers are set to either send 
the data from the Field Gateway to the Cloud or vice versa depending on the flow of information. 

• An integrity check of the data against their hash which is stored on the blockchain element of 
DAC is performed by the storage connector of DFB before storing them to database. The 
connector produces an alert message if the integrity is not verified. 

• The storage connector adds an entry on DAC of the data’s unique id and its id in the database 
after persisting the data. 

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) 
Challenges: 

1. The BACSCL module which needs to be executed in a trusted execution environment within the 
cloud is written in Python. However, SGX applications need to be written in C. 

2. The cloud provider used does not currently support Intel SGX (Software Guard Extensions). 
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Actions taken: 

• We used a SGX-enabled Docker in order to run the BACSCL module. 
• A different server is being used to demonstrate the secure execution environment as part of the 

C4IIoT framework. This server is connected via VPN with c4iiot1 so that Cloud BACS (logistics) 
can communicate with DAC and Kafka. This BACS component is also accompanied by a 
MEDICI agent 

Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive Security (BACS) 
Challenges: 

• The lack of labelled data which is one of the largest challenges faced by data science teams. 
• The need to create universal, modular, systems and solution, and not custom, i.e., use-case 

specific. 
• Sometimes, the types of datasets where the target class has an uneven distribution of observations 

(imbalanced data). 
• Adapting machine learning models for heterogeneous machine/device types. 
• Integration with open-source components, and other system components (encryption, mitigation 

etc.). 
• Development and integration of multiple machine learning models. 
• Model performance with regards to given datasets. 
• Low computational power and small memory capacity of edge node devices. 
• Edge node autoencoders have been pretrained offline and only an inference engine for feed 

forward neural network was integrated into the edge node device firmware. 

Actions taken: 

• We have created synthetic datasets based on real datasets. Those were created for the testing 
purposes by injecting anomalies into real datasets gathered through real-world operation of edge 
node devices. In this way we partly overcame the challenge related to lack of labelled datasets. 

• We have developed multiple synthetic anomaly types by taking into account datasets created in 
real-world use scenarios. 

• The BACS framework developed within the project is both model and library agnostic. 
• Development and integration of the BACS component includes both a detailed model inspection 

methods and validation methods. 
• During the integration of BACS there was a need to implement different types of interfaces for 

interoperability with other components of the system. Various types of interfaces and 
interoperability options also cover the future uses . 

Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT)  
Challenges: 

• The visualization of data that are stored in an encrypted format puts an extra overhead load that 
can become noticeable when dealing with big data and their representation in wide timeframes. 

• To provide timeline analysis and deep research into historical data Advanced Visualisations 
Toolkit had to query the DAC at a large scale exceeding its capabilities of decrypting data.  

• The Advanced Visualisation Toolkit is necessary to be flexible to accommodate data from 
different heterogenous sources and also adaptable to include new parameters with minimal 
development effort. 

Actions taken: 

• To avoid delays in complex screens and provide smooth user experience, caching mechanisms 
were applied to reduce the data volume requested to be encrypted each time an end user performs 
intensive actions. 

• IBM has provided an API that allows to decrypt multiple data items in a batch, and implemented 
support for parallel execution, in order to support higher throughput when decrypting data by the 
Advanced Visualisation Toolkit, while the AVT modified the querying process to adapt in 
provided capabilities and improve the response time of the interface.  

• While the visual interfaces are customized for the provided data sources input parameters are 
identified dynamically, thus additional inputs are incorporated easily. 
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2.2 Lessons Learned and Best Practices 

In this section we describe the lessons learned during the development and deployment of the 
C4IIoT integrated in the context of WP2, WP3, and WP4. We also report our experiences after 
the deployment of the C4IIoT platform within CRF and the execution of the two demonstrators, 
and the best practices 

2.2.1.1 Secure Elements in Edge Nodes (SEEN) 

Lessons Learned: 

• During the project, IFAG developed a smart factory edge node based on a Raspberry Pi 
using Infineon secure elements. In the development phase, during the integration 
between Hyperledger Fabric and Infineon OPTIGA TPM2.0 it was found that some 
parts of the code were not adaptable to some types of devices, even though they were 
standardized. Therefore, a record of all changes (version control) made to both the code 
maintained by the TCG and changes carried out by IFAG must be monitored and taken 
into account. To preserve compatibility in cases where new features are added, it is 
important to maintain stable versions of each of the involved components. 

Best Practices: 

• The deployment of secure elements in the edge nodes, such as Optiga Trust X, is 
essential in IIoT environments, such as C4IIoT, as it provides tamper-resistant memory 
and hardware-accelerated cryptographic computation support. Moreover, they can be 
used for mutual authentication with peers, ensuring data integrity and confidentiality, 
and various other security-related use cases. 

 

2.2.1.2 Trusted Execution Environments in Edge 

Lessons Learned: 

• In the IoT ecosystem, sensors are resource-constrained devices that are mainly used for 
fine-grained monitoring of the infrastructure and the environment. The commoditization 
of trusted execution environments (such as ARM TrustZone or Intel SGX) can ensure 
that these operations are performed in a trustworthy manner. 

Best Practices: 

• A trusted execution environment in the IoT device is able to verify the integrity of the 
software before execution, ensure that it comes from a reliable source (i.e., signed by 
the vendor) and that it has been obtained in a secure manner. 

• A layer of trusted applications can reinforce security to further harden a complex 
environment, such as C4IIoT, including: (i) deployment of encryption and hashing 
algorithms, (ii) certificate management, (iii) secure sockets (TLS/SSL) for 
communication with external servers, and (iv) secure storage for storing private or 
sensitive data. These layers allow to protect data at rest (both in volatile and non-volatile 
memory), in transit and in use. They also ensure data integrity (through utilisation of 
appropriate cryptographic mechanisms and key storage). Finally, they establish a 
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security association with proven and secure cryptographic algorithms between the 
communicating entities to provide mutual authentication, integrity and confidentiality.  
 

2.2.1.3 Binary Code Analysis for Security (BINSEC) 

Lessons Learned: 

• The licensing issues are very important, and might restrict the usage of the most efficient 
tools. 

• The directed fuzzing technique, guided by a given trace, appears to be very effective 
both at patch-oriented tested, but also worked in general to find new bugs in sensitive 
areas of the code. We expected that the technique would work for patch reproduction 
across different versions of the code, but we did not expect that often there may be 
several bugs in the same area of the code, that our technique allows to find, as explained 
in the RAID 2020 paper2. 

Best Practices: 

• It is important to record the execution trace every time a bug is found in a component. 
The execution trace can be used by code analysis tools, such as BINSEC, to discover 
whether other bugs exist within the same code area; our experience shows that it is often 
the case that bugs come in packs. 

• Every new version or release of a software component should be tested carefully by 
code analysis tools, such as BINSEC, to avoid negative consequences at the 
deployment. The analysis should use all previously recorded execution traces. This 
process verifies that any previously known bugs have been effectively corrected, that 
the correction is not shallow (i.e., works also on variations of the vulnerability-
triggering input), or if new bugs have been introduced on areas of the code already 
identified as sensitive. 

 

2.2.1.4 SDN controller (DISCO) 

Lessons Learned: 

• The SDN Controller uses the OpenFlow protocol, an open-source standard from the 
network community. This standard is not perfect and can contain some ambiguities. 
Then the switches have to implement the standard following their interpretations. This 
leads to incompatibilities between vendors. 

• The OpenFlow standard is not flexible. The standard cannot describe every complex 
behaviour. Nor that vendor can implement all of them. 

• The SDN switches must be controlled by the SDN Controller. For that they listen for 
instructions on a port. This is a potential security hole. 

Best Practices: 

• It is important to minimize the amount of different OpenFlow implementations. In the 
C4IIoT project, we solely rely on OpenvSwitch 3. 

 
2 Binary-level Directed Fuzzing for Use-After-Free Vulnerabilities, Manh-Dung Nguyen, Sébastien Bardin, Richard Bonichon, 
Roland Groz,  Matthieu Lemerre 
3 https://www.openvswitch.org  
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• The verification that the necessary network operations are covered by the OpenFlow 
protocol should be considered to decide if more flexible alternatives are needed, such 
as P4. 

• The use of SSL support in OpenvSwitch can further provide encryption and 
authentication between devices using unique private/public key pairs. 

 

2.2.1.5 Cyber-Attack Reactive Mitigation Action Search (CARMAS) 

Lessons Learned: 

• Making the search for the best network reconfiguration action set to mitigate a suspected 
set of attack actions scalable while reusing both an existing general-purpose constraint 
solver and a general ontology of IIoT cyberattack and mitigation actions required to 
dynamically build a Constraint Optimization Problem (COP) so that it could 
parameterized by search heuristics customized to the attack action class instances 
suspected to be occurring in the network. 

• The implementation of such COP building guided by ontological reasoning along 
conceptual inheritance hierarchies together with COP solving and the encapsulation of 
both into containerized web services was done in the most agile and concise fashion by 
leveraging a multi-paradigm declarative programming and knowledge representation 
platform that seamlessly integrates logic programming, constraint programming, object-
oriented programming and service-oriented programming (an integration that we coin 
COOLPS Constraint Object-Oriented Logic Programming as a Service). Such 
integration can be obtained by importing the constraint solving library clpfd and the 
web service programming library http, of the logic programming platform SWI-Prolog, 
in its object-oriented extension Logtalk. 

Best Practices: 

• To extend (a) the diversity of attack action classes for which CARMAS can propose 
optimal mitigations and (b) the diversity of network reconfiguration action classes to 
best mitigate these attack actions, the best practice is to extend the IIoT ontology and 
implement a generator of a REST API YAML file in the Open API standard from such 
ontology. 

• To test CARMAS as a black-box, the best practice is to leverage the ability of REST 
API testing tools such as Insomnia to semi-automatically generate test pairs of HTTP 
requests and responses from an Open API YAML file specification. 

• To best leverage the power of CARMAS, a realistic estimate of (1) the business loss 
associated with each attack action and (2) the business loss reduction associated with 
each mitigation action for a given attack action must be encoded in the IIoT ontology. 

• Allowing CARMAS to be part of an automated reconfiguration pipeline without a 
human-in-the-loop, in which it would be directly connected to an upstream attack 
detection component and downstream network reconfiguration automated execution 
components such as a software defined network controller and an automated 
containerized service orchestrator, requires the attack detection component to pass to 
CARMAS an estimation of the likelihood of each suspected attack in addition to its 
ontological class. 
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2.2.1.6 Field gateway/ SDN-enabled switch/router 

Lessons Learned: 

• It has been found that NBIoT Coverage Level 2 (CL2) has a big impact on the power 
consumption of edge device and battery life. Network attach could last even 3 minutes 
and data sending over 2 minutes. 

• Setting up secure node that enables 3rd party access within mobile operator 
infrastructure requires both technical and administrative effort. 

Best Practices: 

• The NBIoT network should be optimized in order to make a trade-off between good 
enough signal reception and power consumption of edge device. The proposal is to turn 
off CL2 and increase the redundancy of Coverage Level 1 (CL1). 

• Involve all stakeholders (technical, legal, regulatory) as early as possible to mitigate 
possible delays. 

 

2.2.1.7 Traffic Analysis Module (TAM) 

Lessons Learned: 

• The micro segmentation and the creation of small clusters of components that 
communicate with each other within a single network has many security benefits and 
also makes it easier to install a traffic analysis module which monitors all of their traffic. 

Best Practices: 

• The analysis of the traffic can be expanded to check that the encrypted protocols used 
for communication are up-to-date and with strong security guarantees (e.g., TLS v1.3) 
that are also based on standards and technical recommendations which do not suffer 
from vulnerabilities. By doing this, we ensure the proper and effective use of 
cryptography to protect the confidentiality, authenticity and/or integrity of data and 
information. 

• A whitelist JA3 approach which fingerprint TLS connections only works in a smart 
factory or a similar setting which has a certain number of TLS connections. 

 

2.2.1.8 Security-aware dynamic offloading decision mechanism (MEDICI) 

Lessons Learned: 

• A clear understanding of the data exchanged between the various tools and their format 
is essential before deploying a security-aware dynamic offloading decision mechanism, 
such as MEDICI. Even though this is not always possible, and elements are expected to 
change over time, a clear understanding of what will be exchanged can help prevent 
delays due to changes needing to be made by the tools who will receive and use the 
data. As in the case of MEDICI, was expected the size of tasks to offloaded and process 
would be of variable size, therefore the amount time it would take for the task to be 
processed would vary. But, when it was later determined that the size of the tasks would 
be the same throughout, this caused changes needing to be made to the MEDICI tools 
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decision maker as the execution time would be more similar across destination located 
on the same network layer. 

• To have more in depth understand of the various dataflows between components 
developed by other partners which don’t directly involve your own tool. It was noted 
during various debugging stages that having knowledge of what and how data flows 
between other components would have allowed the root cause of an issue to be found 
more swiftly. 

Best Practices: 

• A dynamic offloading mechanism, such as MEDICI, should be considered in situations 
where traditional hierarchical anomaly detection schemes are used. In such cases, the 
most suitable anomaly detection model would be selected for the outset rather than 
needed to be analysed by multiple models. Therefore, this reduces the overall detection 
time of potentially anomalous task / behaviour. 

• Furthermore, it should be considered best practice to use dynamic offloading in 
situations where new anomaly detection models need to be added at run-time. For 
instance, MEDICI can be informed for newly added models (offloading destinations) 
without the need to be restarted; this allows the continuous operations without pausing 
in cases where a new model is being made available. 

 

2.2.1.9 Cloud Gateway 

Lessons Learned: 

• The Cloud Gateway is implemented using MicroK8s Ingress component 4, and has high 
responsibilities to guarantee security to the Cloud Layer. Therefore, it’s very important 
to keep it up-to-date with the latest versions that solve all known vulnerabilities. 

• The evolution of the releases of Open-Source components like MicroK8s needs to be 
monitored and tracked. During the project we noticed that some new features required 
the change of some configuration item attributes in use inside C4IIoT project. 

Best Practices: 

• It is important to periodically monitor any new release of the open-source components 
used. The deployment of a lab site can be used to install and test the new releases, and 
possibly double check the resolution of known vulnerabilities. The same site can be 
used to validate the components configuration with respect to modified or deprecated 
or enhanced feature syntax and behaviour and ensure that it will not have any negative 
consequence. 

 

2.2.1.10 Cloud Management and Orchestration 

Lessons Learned: 

• The VM hosting MicroK8s for the Cloud Layer had been configured by the cloud 
provider with best practices for a Docker container server platform (using a different 
disk for Docker). This disk layout was not optimal for MicroK8s that uses Containerd 

 
4 https://microk8s.io/docs/addon-ingress 
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technology for its containers. Therefore, a specific effort has been performed to find a 
working configuration of MicrK8s for such non-standard (and not officially 
documented) disk usage. 

• The configuration of C4IIoT CA/PKI trust bundle has been performed for Docker 
container daemon trust store. MicroK8s required a different mechanism to let Contained 
container engine to trust Harbor certificate signer CA (the private CA of C4IIoT) during 
the container image load phase from project private Registry 

Best Practices: 

• It is extremely helpful to use an experimental environment as exact mirror of the 
production site to perform configuration tests. The number and size of the resources in 
the experimental environment is not required to be identical with the real one, however 
it is very important to be of the same kind/type and layout. 

• It is important to check Operating System versions and trust store mechanisms used by 
the components to make sure they are interoperable. 

 

2.2.1.11 Risk Assessment 

Lessons Learned: 

• Analysing IT/OT risk means evaluating situations that can potentially compromise at 
least one of the three topic of data information: confidentiality, integrity and availability 
and regarding OT also the safety. 

• The awareness of vulnerabilities and how to protect data integrity allows 
countermeasures to be taken to mitigate the their negative effects: and for that in C4IOT 
we execute the Risk Assessment service for the assessment of "industrial" IT/OT  risk. 

• During the iteration with the industrial partner, in addition to identifying the RA model, 
was important to tailor the RA model for the partner. The lesson learned is that an 
aseptic model, that identifies general risks, is in some cases not very relevant to risk 
assessment of specific assets. 

• The workaround to have the industrial partner as evaluator for the RA questionnaire, a 
cause of pandemic situation, provides an intermediate result, likelihood not so agnostic. 
In any case the lessons learnt is important that in case of the interview and the evaluation 
in person was not possible the self-assessment provides a good-enough result. 

Best Practices: 

• The best practice is the tailor the RA model considering the following: 
a. Context analysis and asset evaluation 
b. Identification of threats and attackers 
c. Identification of vulnerabilities 
d. Probability determination 
e. Impact analysis 
f. Risk determination 

• Adopt a Risk Management practice to mitigate the risks 
• Perform a VA/PT to identify vulnerabilities twice time per year 
• Perform a Risk assessment yearly 
• Risk and vulnerability assessments as best practice must go hand in hand… 
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2.2.1.12 Identity Management 

Lessons Learned: 

• The planning of the CA/PKI structure is very important at design time. In addition, the 
decisions about the authorizations of clients enabled to perform critical operations need 
to be considered at early stages as well, to make them applicable in a secure way. 

Best Practices: 

• The design of the Private CA/PKI structure and the characteristics of the metadata inside 
the certificates needs to be validated together with the partners that will share the 
responsibility of security officers. This will allow the setup of safe processes for the 
creation of certificates for all entities of the project.  

 

2.2.1.13 Security Assurance Module (SAM) 

Lessons Learned: 

• A thorough compilation of the cyber system’s Asset Model can greatly increase our 
capability to obtain a complete picture of each asset’s security posture and consequently 
of the entire platform. 

• Frequent Dynamic Testing Assessments contribute to the identification of software and 
hardware assets that were not reported in the initial Asset Model or were added to the 
ecosystem after its compilation. Along with the reporting of their exploitable 
vulnerabilities, Dynamic Testing Assessments offer detailed information about the 
security posture of the cyber system.  

Best Practices: 

• A vulnerability analysis assessment should be performed every time a software or 
hardware asset is updated or installed, in order to identify existing vulnerabilities. 

• The dynamic testing assessments should be performed frequently to identify exploitable 
vulnerabilities (either new or previously unreported assets) that might affect the cyber 
system’s assets and to locate new or previously unreported assets. 

• Availability monitoring assessments should be deployed for all critical and/or network 
facing assets in order to quickly identify and examine service disruption. 

• Confidentiality and integrity monitoring assessments should be deployed for all assets, 
especially those involving human interaction, in order to identify and analyse 
unauthorised use of the platform’s components and possible tampering. 

 

2.2.1.14 Decentralised Access Control (DAC) 

Lessons Learned: 

• During the project we developed few sub-components, each with its own requirements 
for installation and dependencies. We found that encapsulating each component inside 
a docker container from an early stage of the development process was very useful 
throughout the process and made the deployment and integration of DAC in C4IIoT 
much easier. We also noted the importance of using a docker base image as minimal as 
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possible to minimize the number of vulnerabilities in the docker image and increase 
security.  

Best Practices: 

• It should be considered best practice to use the DAC’s Blockchain components in order 
to log important information such as the hash of a data item upon generating and sharing 
it. Such a thing has high importance in the ability to detect data manipulation that may 
later be performed with respect to this data item. 

• It should be considered best practice to use the DAC’s ABE components to encrypt 
sensitive data, allowing to control the access to the data in a decentralized manner. In 
this decentralized approach, the power is in the hands of the data generator to provide 
access policy for the data. It is a best practice to keep the data encrypted end-to-end, 
when at transfer and when at rest in a database. An entity should only use its ABE secret 
key for the purpose it was granted to and shall not share the decrypted data with anyone 
else. 

 

2.2.1.15 Data Fusion Bus (DFB) 

Lessons Learned: 

• Kafka as part of the DFB provided a viable solution for communication between 
modules which was easily adopted by the other modules using high-level programming 
languages (e.g., Python, Java) but it is more challenging for other technologies. 

• Kafka Mirror makers are a good solution where Kafka cannot be deployed as a cluster, 
but only if the flow of the data is one way. 

Best Practices: 

• A data bus, such as DFB, is ideal for transferring data safely between different modules, 
especially if these data are produced continuously. It is also very useful for 
computationally intensive modules (which may require time to perform their actions), 
providing a way to asynchronously start an action and receive its answer at a later time 
when the action is complete. This action would timeout if it was performed through an 
http request. 

• Although the DFB can be used for low traffic as well, it is not recommended as it would 
require more resources than a simple REST API implementation. 

 

2.2.1.16 Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) 

Lessons Learned: 

• Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) are CPU-encrypted isolated private enclaves 
that are used to protect data in use at the hardware level. Depending on the vendor and 
the underlying technology, TEEs can enable additional features, such as: data and code 
integrity, data and code confidentiality, programmability, and attestation. It is important 
to perform a clear requirements analysis, before selecting which vendor to adopt. 
 

Best Practices: 
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• The concept of confidential computing, which is an is an emerging tehcnology focused 
on helping to secure data in use, offers businesses a competitive advantage by protecting 
highly confidential data and irreplaceable information and preventing financial loss or 
reputation damage. In addition, confidential computing enables organizations to process 
data from multiple sources (i.e., multi-party computation, federated learning, etc.) 
without exposing any underlying code, intellectual property, or private information to 
the parties they partner with. 

• The use of trusted execution environments stimulates the adoption, growth, and security 
of cloud computing, unlocking its full potential. The protection of sensitive data and 
code during execution allows organizations to strengthen their security posture and 
leverage state-of-the-art technology. 

 

2.2.1.17 Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive Security (BACS) 

Lessons Learned: 

• A close collaboration with data-providers is necessary to understand the data better and 
therefore create better and better performing models. This collaboration is not only 
important for the analysis, but also useful for the data providers, as they also gain 
valuable knowledge about their operations. 

• Typically, unsupervised anomaly detection can be difficult to test, however there are 
several approaches to overcome this issue. In C4IIoT, we opted to use synthetic data 
and simulated anomalies to test and ensure correct operation of our models. 

• Model validation is important and can be difficult to define. For example, if we were to 
use only accuracy score as a performance metric for our models, we would have very 
biased models as the data is very biased (less anomalies compared to normal data). By 
using other performance metrics (e.g., F1-score) we were able to detect this issue and 
create better models with respect to natural class imbalance of the data. 

• Regarding model performance, it is very important to have a clear understanding of 
model hyperparameters and how to effectively tune them to obtain high model 
performance. 

• Due to a low computational power and small memory capacity, it was practically 
infeasible to train the anomaly detection autoencoder at the edge directly on the edge 
node device. Many data points would have to be stored at the device to train a model 
exhibiting an acceptable level of accuracy. Moreover, the training of autoencoders is a 
computationally intensive optimization process usually performed in many iterative 
steps. Finally, a low computational power prevents any serious model validation and 
tuning of model hyperparameters. Consequently, we adopt a scheme in which edge node 
autoencoders are trained offline and an inference engine for feed-forward neural 
networks is directly integrated into the firmware of the edge node device enabling 
autoencoder-based anomaly detection on pretrained models. 

• The edge node device also does not provide a storage for sensory readings. This means 
that it is also not feasible edge node autoencoders detecting anomalies in timeseries data. 
Thus, edge node autoencoders perform anomaly detection considering individual data 
points (the last values of sensory readings).  

• When dealing with autoencoder models, scaling of the data should be done carefully in 
order to keep the original distribution of the non-anomalous data. Otherwise, models 
may be very insensitive to detecting small anomalies. 
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• It is important to have different anomaly detection model types in place in order to be 
able to detect different types of anomalies: sequence models as GRU or LSTM neural 
networks could detect continuous anomalies (anomalies spanning multiple 
measurements/timestamps) better, than lighter “fully connected” models while for the 
singular anomalies both model types performed similarly well. 

Best Practices: 

• BACS is employed as a single model interface, which means that the framework can be 
used with any of the available models; currently, more than 20 machine learning and 
deep learning models are available. Each of these models provides an API for training, 
testing, inference, etc. This allows the development of frameworks with many models 
that can be tested and used in a uniform way. From the C4IIoT system standpoint this 
means that the models can be easily retrained, replaced and used in a uniform way. 

• The use of popular open-source libraries (such as numpy, pandas, tensorflow, scikit-
learn, pyod, diffprivlib etc) ensure maximum performance and easy-of-use. From the 
platform standpoint the benefit is ease of use as these popular and widely used libraries 
have great support for various hardware and software platforms. 

 

2.2.1.18 Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT) 

Lessons Learned: 

• The visualization of big data in an environment that uses encrypted data can be 
challenging. The response time can be reduced by enabling caching mechanisms and 
optimizing querying mechanisms. 

• A robust data objects definition is a key element to provide scalable applications that 
can combine data from heterogeneous data sources, while keeping the user interface 
simple.  

Best Practices: 

• The main goal of a useful visualisation system is to keep visualisations simple despite 
the need to handle complex data. Simplifying interfaces by using proper charts, colours 
and data labelling is a good practice to improve user experience especially when 
addressing non-experts.  
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3 The final C4IIoT solution 
In this section, we show the final architecture of C4IIoT as has been established after the 
refinements and revisions that have been made since the beginning of the project. We also 
present a brief log of the most significant changes. 
 

3.1 Final Architecture 

The system architecture of the C4IIoT has been created and described initially in deliverable 
D1.3 (M6). It has been revised once in M18 for the purposes of the midterm review meeting, 
while in M30 additional effort to gather all the updates, refine the architecture and reach the 
final architecture has been made. The next section presents details related to all updates and 
modifications made. Figure 3-1 provides the schematic representation of the final C4IIoT 
architecture. 

 

 
Figure 3-1 The Final C4IIoT Architecture 

3.2 Revisions Log 

Overall, the changes and refinements that have been made since the first version of the 
C4IIoT architecture include the following: 

• The DAC module is now present in all layers apart from the edge nodes in Logistics 
use case. In particular, it is also present in the edge nodes of the Smart Factory use 
case (accessed by BACS), as well in the field gateway of both Smart Factory and 
Logistics use cases. In the former, where it is accessed by BACS and the Logistics 
Receiver program (in the case of the Logistics use case). In addition, it is present in 
the cloud layer, where it is accessed by the AVT, BACS (both versions), and DFB 
modules. 
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• The DFB module is present in the field gateway and the cloud layers. The components 
that write and read data from it are: 

o The Factory Edge: BACS@Edge 
o Factory FG: MEDICI, BACS@FG, Traffic Analysis 
o Logistics FG: Logistics Receiver program, MEDICI and BACS@FG, Traffic 

Analysis 
o Cloud: AVT, BINSEC, SAM, BACS (both versions) 

• The CARMAS module is present in the cloud layer and is accessed only from the 
AVT module. The AVT is responsible for getting the data from SAM and passing it to 
CARMAS. 

• The DISCO module exists only in the field gateway of the Smart Factory use case and 
is directly accessed by the AVT (similar to CARMAS) and the DFB. 

• The SAM module is present in the cloud layer, where it consumes data from DFB 
which come from the Traffic analysis modules and sends them enriched to AVT. 

• The MEDICI module exists in the field gateway of both use cases (Smart Factory and 
Logistics). 

• The Identity Management component, present in the cloud layer, is used by DAC and 
DFB and therefore by all the modules which access those as well. 

• OPTIGA secure execution environment exists on the edge layer for both use cases, 
whereas the SGX has only been setup for BACS@Cloud layer for demonstration. 

• Traffic analysis exists in the field gateway of both use cases (Smart Factory and 
Logistics). 

• Risk Assessment is an Excel file integrated by SAM. 
• The Cloud Gateway is accessed mainly by DFB and by BACS on the FGs. 
• BINSEC, present in Cloud, only interacts with the AVT through DFB 

 
We note that Figure 3-1 does not contain relations of components with the Advanced 
Visualizations Toolkit (AVT) component. This has been done to enchance clarity. Here we list 
components that do interact with this component: 

• The DAC component is accessed by AVT. 
• The DFB component (Privacy aware, Trustworthy Data and Analytics) accesses AVT 
• The SAM module, present in Cloud, consumes data from DFB which come from the 

Traffic analysis modules and sends them enriched to AVT. 
• The CARMAS component, present in the Cloud, is only accessed directly from AVT, 

but the data sent to it by the AVT come from Security Assurance Module (SAM). 
• The BINSEC module, present in Cloud, only interacts with the AVT through DFB. 

 

3.3 Future Sustainability 

The C4IIoT solution has been designed, implemented, integrated, tested and validated in the 
scope of a three-year IA EU project. The main goal of C4IIoT is to achieve a unified platform 
that enables security and protection to manufacturing environments. The platform has been 
designed and developed taking into account the factors that influence the security, reliability, 
robustness and maturity of a software platform and its associated technologies, especially in a 
complex multi-layer platform where several software modules work in a coordinated manner 
to secure different aspects of the manufacturing and logistics environment. The way C4IIoT 
technically approaches the sustainability of the platform is by considering different perspectives 
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and trying to mitigate the barriers that could affect the proper evolution of future developments. 
A summary of the different approaches used to achieve sustainability is presented below 
 

Techno-centric 
The C4IIoT architecture has been designed, mainly, as a Software Oriented Infrastructure (SOI) 
platform composed of several software modules that could be deployed isolated and distributed. 
A main design principle of C4IIoT is to facilitate the dynamic allocation of the necessary 
modules, as well as the replacement of one or more of these modules. 
The majority of the modules of C4IIoT have been containerized to facilitate their deployment 
across different computing environments. This paradigm provides a ready-to-use environment 
for future developments. Our proposed solution provides an abstract 3-layer platform that is 
capable to operate across different environments and provide security to the corresponding 
computing resources.  
To maximize the platform capabilities on its development sustainability, many of the software 
modules follow an open-source software (OSS) development approach that enables the 
software community to be involved in future enhancements of the platform, or even adapt the 
current solution for different contexts. 

Process-centric 
C4IIoT has been continuously looking at the state-of-art technologies and tools in the 
cybersecurity domain, so as to advance based on the current market needs. We further involved 
a community of experts on the field to evaluate our requirements. The C4IIoT External 
Advisory Board, together with the EU reviewer experts, helped us to track the deficiencies of 
our platform and incorporate their suggestions and feedback within our development process. 
Besides that, we further organized Info Days, workshops, and schools (either physical or 
virtual), in order to get feedback and recommendations periodically. 
Another important activity carried out, is the collaboration with other projects, in order to build 
communities and enable common understanding of challenges and requirements on cyber 
security. As a result of this process, we ensure that the architecture of our solution is aligned or 
complementary with other projects working on the same topic, promoting collaboration within 
the solutions in the future. From the architectural point of view, our proposed architecture is 
layered aligned with the ENISA Good Practices for Security of Internet of Things in the context 
of Smart Manufacturing5, the NIS Directive6, and the ECSO’s cyber security related challenges 
addressing the ICS and industry 4.0 sector 7. 

 

 
5 ENISA, “Good Practices for Security of Internet of Things in the context of Smart Manufacturing”, 2018. 
6 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/nis-directive 
7 ECSO, “Industry 4.0 and ICS Sector Report – Cyber Security for the Industry 4.0 and ICS Sector”, WG3 | Sectoral Demand, 
March 2018 
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4 User Guide 

4.1 Rationale 

To support the sustainability of the C4IIoT technical achievements and disseminate the 
expertise that the consortium gathered during the project, it was decided to release a user-guide 
that describes how to install and use each of the C4IIoT components that can be used by the 
community as a security platform for manufacturing environments. The components of the 
C4IIoT architecture are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 - The C4IIoT components, together with their licence and their TRL 

Component Name Partner License TRL 

Cloud Management and Orchestration with Cloud 
Gateway (microk8s) 

HPE Apache 2.0 8-9 

Certificate Authority CA/PKI (EJBCA Community) HPE LGPL V2.1 8-9 

Private Docker Registry (Harbor) HPE Apache 2.0 8-9 

Decentralized Access Control (DAC) IBM Proprietary 6 

Security-aware dynamic offloading decision 
mechanism (MEDICI) 

UOG Proprietary 6 

Cyber-Attack Reactive Mitigation Action Search 
(CARMAS) 

UP1PS Proprietary 5 

Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT) AEGIS Proprietary 7 

Data Fusion Bus (DFB) ITML Proprietary 6 

Security Assurance Platform STS Proprietary 7 

Behavioral Analysis and Cognitive Security (BACS) UNSPM
F 

GPL v3 6 

Traffic Analysis Module (TAM) FORTH Proprietary 5-6 

Hardware Enabled Smart Factory Edge Node IFAG BSD 2-Clause 
"Simplified" 

6-7 

Binary Code Analysis for Security (Binsec/UAFuzz) CEA LGPL-2.1 4 
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4.2 Installation Manual 

4.2.1 Cloud Management and Orchestration with Cloud Gateway (microk8s)  

Pre-Installation Requirements 
A host (Virtual Machine or Physical server) with Linux operating system (suggested recent 
Ubuntu LTS). 
 

Pre-Installation Checklist 
Privileged account on host is required. 

 
Installation and Configuring Procedure 
Microk8s is a public open-source project, the default installation and configuration procedures8 
have been used for C4IIoT. 

 

4.2.2 Certificate Authority CA/PKI (EJBCA Community) 

Pre-Installation Requirements 
A Linux host with Docker 17.06.0-ce+ and Docker-compose 1.18.0+ (Virtual Machine or 
Physical server) - Linux operating system (suggested recent Ubuntu LTS). 
 

Pre-Installation Checklist 
Privileged account on host is required. 

 
Installation and Configuring Procedure 
EJBCA Community is a public open source project, the full installation and configuration 
procedure that have been used for C4IIoT is composed by two steps: first boot a Quickstart 
EJBCA instance, serving as Management CA, and then setup the C4IIoT CA. 
In both cases a containerized deployment has been used based on the Docker image available 
at https://hub.docker.com/r/primekey/ejbca-ce  

• Quickstart of Management CA 
The process to deploy EJBCA Quickstart as Docker container is standard and described 
at https://hub.docker.com/r/primekey/ejbca-ce section “Quick start - ephemeral test 
instance” 
Basically the EJBCA-CE container is started with TLS_SETUP_ENABLED=”simple” 
and accessible only on the local network, acting as Management CA. Using the Web 
GUI via HTTPS the prerequisites of the C4IIoT CA will be created 

 
8 https://ubuntu.com/tutorials/install-a-local-kubernetes-with-microk8s 
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(https://github.com/Keyfactor/ejbca-containers/tree/master/deployment-
examples/docker-engine/ejbca-ce-three-level-architecture section “Prerequisites”): 
1. The Management CA will issue a TLS certificate for the ‘c4iiot2’ host, where the 

project CA will be deployed 
2. The Management CA will issue a client X.509 certificate for the SuperAdmin of 

the project CA. 
 
At this point the Quickstart Management CA can be turned off. 

 

• Full deployment of C4IIoT project EJBCA  
C4IIoT project will use an EJBCA deployment with dual-node EBJCA instances, an 
external DB and a TLS terminating load-balancing Web front-end. 

 
The standard process for this deployment is described at 
https://github.com/Keyfactor/ejbca-containers/tree/master/deployment-
examples/docker-engine/ejbca-ce-three-level-architecture and is made of the following 
steps: 
1. Create private network bridge for EBJCA components 
2. Setup backend DB (mysql container) 
3. Start first EJBCA node 
4. Configure EBJCA admin to user TLS certificate (from Management CA) 
5. Setup HTTPS fron-end (apache container) 
6. Start additional EJBCA node 

 

4.2.3 Private Docker Registry (Harbor) 

Pre-Installation Requirements 
A Linux host with docker 17.06.0-ce+ and docker-compose 1.18.0+ (Virtual Machine or 
Physical server) - Linux operating system (suggested recent Ubuntu LTS). 

 
Pre-Installation Checklist 

Privileged account on host is required. 
Download installer from: https://github.com/goharbor/harbor/releases  

 
Installation and Configuring Procedure 
Harbor is a public open-source project, the default installation and configuration procedures 
described at https://goharbor.io/docs/2.5.0/install-config/  have been used for C4IIoT. 

The certificate for HTTPS access has been created on C4IIoT CA/PKI (EJBCA). 
 

4.2.4 Decentralized Access Control (DAC) 

Pre-Installation Requirements 
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The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied in order to install the software 
modules successfully: 

• HW Requirements: machines running Hyperledger Fabric peer node are recommended 
to have at least 8GB memory and enough available disk space to store a copy of the 
ledger, depending on the expected number of transactions. 

• SW Requirements: docker engine capable of running Linux containers, docker 
compose. 

• Network Requirements: network connectivity is required between all machines where 
Blockchain components of DAC are deployed, except for edge devices that 
communicate with the network through proxies and therefore require connection to the 
proxy. Network connectivity is also required between the machine that runs the ABE 
keys-issuing authority and the machines where components need to obtain ABE keys. 
Machines that run Hyperledger Fabric peer nodes and ordering nodes require 
connection to the internet as well. 

 
Pre-Installation Checklist 

1. Make sure all the above HW, SW and network requirements are fulfilled. 
2. Download the following Hyperledger Fabric docker images from docker hub: 

a. hyperledger/fabric-tools:1.4.3 
b. hyperledger/fabric-orderer:1.4.3 
c. hyperledger/fabric-ccenv:1.4.3 
d. hyperledger/fabric-peer:1.4.3 
e. hyperledger/fabric-couchdb:0.4.15 
f. hyperledger/fabric-baseimage:amd64-0.4.15 

where image “a” is only required in a single machine for administrations and setup, 
image “b” is required in machines that run HLF ordering node, and the rest of the images 
are required in machines that run HLF peer node. 

3. The following docker images should be present: 
a. abe-keys-issuing – in a single machine accessible by components that need 

ABE key. 
b. abe-client – in each machine where encryption or decryption under ABE is 

performed. 
c. bcdb-server, bcdb-proxy – in the machine that runs the BCDB node. 
d. bcdb-client – in machines with components that interacts with the BCDB node. 
e. hlf-client-offline – in machines with components that interacts with the HLF 

network. 
f. hlf-proxy – in machines that are used as proxies to send HLF transactions for 

edge devices to the HLF network.  
4. A smart contract implementation (provided by IBM in the form of Node.js code file) 

should be present in all machines that run HLF peer node. 
5. Crypto materials, including secret keys and certificates signed by C4IIoT certificate 

authority, should be present for the DAC components that require it. 
 
Installation and Configuring Procedure 

• Hyperledger Fabric network 
For the installation of the Hyperledger Fabric network, consisting of HLF peer nodes 
and ordering node, please refer to Hyperledger Fabric documentation 
(https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.4/index.html). 
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• Hyperledger Fabric clients 
Every machine where C4IIoT components that interact with the HLF are deployed 
should run a HLF client in the form of a docker container. The docker image to use is 
“hlf-client-offline”. The docker container expects the following environment variables: 

1. SET_HTTPS_SERVER – 0/1 flag, whether to enable HTTPS between the 
HLF client and its users. 

2. SERVER_TLS_KEY - base64 
3. SERVER_TLS_CERT - base64 
4. CA_CERT - base64 
5. PROXY_ADDRESS – the address of the HLF proxy to approach, including 

port. 
6. MSP_ID – the HLF relevant membership service provider code, defined when 

deploying the HLF network. 
Machines that are used as HLF proxies should run an instance of it in the form of a 
docker container. The docker image to use is “hlf-proxy”. The docker container expects 
the following environment variables: 

1. SET_HTTPS_SERVER – 0/1 flag, whether to enable HTTPS between the 
HLF client and its users. 

2. SERVER_TLS_KEY - base64 
3. SERVER_TLS_CERT - base64 
4. CA_CERT - base64 
5. PROXY_ADDRESS – the address of the HLF proxy to approach, including 

port. 
6. MSP_ID – the HLF relevant membership service provider code, defined when 

deploying the HLF network. 
7. ORDERER_ADDRESS – the address of the HLF ordering node. 
8. QUERY_PEER_ADDRESS – the address of the HLF peer to query from. 
9. ENDORSING_PEERS_ADDRESSES – comma separated list with addresses 

of the HLF peers needed to endorse transactions, as defined when setting up 
the HLF network. 

 

• Blockchain Database 
The BCDB node should be deployed in a single central location, by running an instance 
of the docker image “bcdb-server”. A docker volume should be created with 
configuration files provided by IBM. 
Alongside the BCDB node, a BCDB proxy should be deployed with the functionality of 
receiving requests from BCDB clients using HTTPS protocol and forwarding them to 
the BCDB node. The docker image to use is “bcdb-proxy”. The docker container expects 
the following environment variables: 

1. SERVER_TLS_KEY - base64 
2. SERVER_TLS_CERT - base64 
3. CA_CERT - base64 
4. NODE_ADDRESS – the address of the BCDB node to approach, including 

port. 
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Every machine where C4IIoT components that interact with the BCDB are deployed 
should run a BCDB client in the form of a docker container. The docker image to use is 
“bcdb-client”. The docker container expects the following environment variables: 

1. SET_HTTPS_SERVER – 0/1 flag, whether to enable HTTPS between the 
HLF client and its users. 

2. SERVER_TLS_KEY - base64 
3. SERVER_TLS_CERT - base64 
4. CA_CERT - base64 
5. NODE_ADDRESS – the address of the BCDB proxy to approach, including 

port. 
5. READ_USERS – the common name of the BCDB reader user, used to read 

from the BCDB, as appears in its certificate. 
6. WRITE_USERS – the common name of the BCDB admin user, which is the 

only used authorized to edit/delete records in the BCDB, as appears in its 
certificate. 

 

• Attribute-Based Encryption 
The ABE keys-issuing authority has the role of providing the ABE public key and 
generating ABE secret keys to the various C4IIoT components. It should be deployed 
in a single central location, by running an instance of the docker image “abe-keys-
issuing”. The docker container expects the following environment variables: 

1. SERVER_TLS_KEY - base64 
2. SERVER_TLS_CERT - base64 
3. CA_CERT - base64 
4. NODE_ADDRESS – the address of the BCDB node to approach, including 

port. 
5. ABE_PUBLIC_KEY – the ABE public key (base64), to be provided by the 

system owner after generating it by an ABE client. 
6. ABE_MASTER_SECRET_KEY – the ABE master secret key (base64), to be 

provided by the system owner after generating it by an ABE client. 
7. ENABLE_EXPIRATION – 0/1 flag, whether to run in a mode where ABE 

secret keys are automatically being expired after the end of a validity period. 
Every machine where C4IIoT components that encrypt or decrypt data using ABE are 
deployed should run an ABE client in the form of a docker container. The docker image 
to use is “abe-client”. The docker container expects the following environment 
variables: 

1. SET_HTTPS_SERVER – 0/1 flag, whether to enable HTTPS between the 
HLF client and its users. 

2. SERVER_TLS_KEY - base64 
3. SERVER_TLS_CERT - base64 
4. CA_CERT - base64 
5. ENABLE_EXPIRATION – 0/1 flag, whether to run in a mode where ABE 

secret keys are automatically being expired after the end of a validity period. 
6. KEYS_VERSION – the current version of ABE secret keys in the system. 

Should start at 1 and be raised if the system owner wishes to make ABE secret 
keys with older version stop working (being able to decrypt) against newer 
data.  
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4.2.5 Security-aware dynamic offloading decision mechanism (MEDICI) 

Pre-Installation Requirements 
The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied to install the software modules 
successfully. 

• HW Requirements: 
o MEDICI Core Service: Quad core processor @ 3 GHz or higher, and 4 GB 

of RAM or higher. Note, the more processor cores available to higher volume 
of concurrent offloading request MEDICI will be able to handle. 

o MEDICI Agent Service: Single core processor @ 2 GHz or higher, and 1 GB 
of RAM or higher. 

• SW Requirements:  
o MEDICI Core Service 

§ openjdk-8-jre-headless (Java 8 or higher runtime environment) 
python=3.6 (or higher) 

§ numpy=1.18.4 (or higher) 
§ pandas=1.0.0 (or higher) 

o MEDICI Agent Service 
§ openjdk-8-jre-headless (Java 8 or higher runtime environment) 

• Network Requirements: 
o Internet connection to download and install required java runtime 

environment and python packages. 
o Connection to deployed C4IIoT Kafka service to receive offloading requests 

from edge devices and send offloaded task to destination located in the FG 
and cloud network layers. 

 
Pre-Installation Checklist 

1. Make sure all the above HW, SW and network requirements are fulfilled. 
2. Place MEDICI Core Service (MediciService.jar) in a working directory of your choice. 

Ensure “medici.py” file is located in the same working directory as “MediciService.jar”. 
3. Place a copy of MEDICI Agent Service (Agent.jar) for every offloading destination 

(i.e., FG and Cloud BACS Model). 
 

Installation and Configuring Procedure 

• Running MEDICI Agents 
When running agents, a unique ID and use case must be provided. This should be the 
same ID used to BACS model the agent is being deployed for (i.e., the models 'task_id'). 
To run MEDICI agent, use the following command: 
java -jar Agent.jar id=UNIQUE_ID case=USE_CASE kafka-server=123.456.789.123:9092 

Run example: 
java -jar Agent.jar id=BACSFG2 case=factory kafka-server=167.172.185.255:9092 

If a kafka-server IP address isn't provided. Agent will default to using 
localhost:9092 as kafka-server address. 

Agents can be started before MEDICI service, and agents do not need to be restarted 
should MEDICI service needs to be restarted. 
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• Running MEDICI Service 
When running MEDICI, the 'medici.py' must be in the same directory as the 
MediciService.jar is being executed. Furthermore, a unique ID and use case must be 
provided. When ran, MEDICI will create a 'Medici' directory (located in its working 
directory) that contains any temp files created MEDICI, and the logs generated by 
MEDICI's server processes. 
To run MEDICI Service, use the following command: 
java -jar MediciService.jar id=UNIQUE_ID case=USE_CASE kafka-server=123.456.789.123:9092 

Run example: 
java -jar MediciService.jar id=MediciF case=factory kafka-server=167.172.185.255:9092 

If a kafka-server IP address isn't provided. MEDICI will default to using 
localhost:9092 as kafka-server address 

 

• Providing Use Case for MEDICI Service and Agents 
When running either the MEDICI Service or MEDICI Agents you must provide a use 
case, to allow the program to know what set of Kafka topics are to be used. Below are 
the use cases with the Kafka topics that are used. 

 
Factory Use Case 

Passing as argument: 
case=f 

case=factory 

Used Kafka topics: 
DataToMedici 

ExecutionToMediciF 

FromMEDICIAgentF 

ToMEDICIAgentF 

 

Logistics Use Case 
Passing as argument: 
case=l 

case=logistics 

Used Kafka topics: 
DataToMediciL 

ExecutionToMediciL 

FromMEDICIAgentL 

ToMEDICIAgentL 
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• Adding New BACS Instances (Offloading Destinations) 

Added via the 'NewBACS' Kafka topic, JSON message format required detailed below. 
Supplied 'task_id' must be unique and match the 'id' given and supplied to its 
corresponding MEDICI Agent. The MEDICI Agent service for the new BACS instance 
to be added must be running before the information is sent to MEDICI via the 
'NewBACS' Kafka topic. MEDICIs Instance server will check to see if the Agent service 
is online, before adding the new BACS instance to MEDICI. Note, the 'NewBACS' 
Kafka topic is used across both factory and logistics use cases. 

 

4.2.6 Cyber-Attack Reactive Mitigation Action Search (CARMAS) 

Pre-Installation Requirements 

• Hardware Requirements: CARMAS is a CPU heavy application, and therefore benefits 
from and requires a modern processor with good single-core performance. Given that 
CARMAS is fundamentally a web server, multi-thread handling facilities are required 
as well. At a minimum 1GB of ram must be available for the application. 

• Software Requirements: CARMAS is designed to be run as a docker container, it is 
therefore required that a docker-compatible environment be available. If this 
requirement is met, no other specific software requirements exist for CARMAS since 
the image is self-contained in terms of its software requirements. 

• Network Requirements: CARMAS needs to be able to receive network requests. It must 
therefore be possible to communicate with the running process on port 8081 that the 
server exposes by default. 

 
Pre-Installation Checklist 

• Have a working virtualization environment that can run docker images 

• Have sufficient storage space for the compressed docker image file 

• Have enabled policies within the virtualization environment manager that allow 
communication to the internal port 8081 of the container that will contain the 
application. 

 

Installation and Configuring Procedure 
CARMAS is self-contained and requires only that it be run as a docker container to function. 
CARMAS has been provided as a compressed docker image tar file with the name carmas.tar. 
It should then be possible to import the image into the docker environment with a command 
akin to: 
$ docker image load -i carmas.tar 
To run the application as a docker container, its configuration must respect the following 
constraint: the internal port 8081 must be exposed so that CARMAS can receive web requests. 

If the image were to be run locally, the corresponding command would be: 
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$ docker run -d -p 8081:8081 up1ps/carmas. 
Similar processes to those described above are necessary to, for example, import the image into 
a private image registry, or run the application with a more powerful virtualization environment 
software than just docker. All, however, respect the fundamental idea of importing the image 
file and then creating a container with network rules allowing for communication on port 8081. 

 

4.2.7 Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT) 

Pre-Installation Requirements 

• HW Requirements 
o 2GB minimum free disk space 
o 4GB minimum free RAM 
o 2 core processor  

• SW Requirements 
o Active LTS version of Node.js 
o npm package manager 
o Angular version 8.1.2 or higher 

• Network Requirements 
o Internet connection to install packages 
o Internet connection for API calls 

 

Pre-Installation Checklist 
1. To natively run the application, all the pre-installation requirements should be met, 

and the server should have a stable Angular version ^8.1.2 running. 
2. To run the application as a docker container, the server should have installed both 

Docker Engine and docker Compose. 
 

Installation and Configuring Procedure 
1. To natively run the application, we install all the necessary modules with the 

command $npm install and then we execute the application with the command $npm 
start this command enables a Node.js server at port 8000 and the frontend at port 
4200. 

2. To run the application as a docker container use the provided docker-compose.yml as 
is or customize it to meet the server’s setup needs. The docker image will be provided, 
but can also be generated using the Dockerfile provided. 

 

4.2.8 Data Fusion Bus (DFB)  

Pre-Installation Requirements 
The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied in order to install the software 
modules successfully: 

• HW Requirements: The minimum requirements for the software components to 
run are: 4 GM RAM (8 recommended), 2 Cores (4 recommended) and 50GB of 
disk space for each installation of DFB. The requirements for disk space may vary 
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for the installation of the Elasticsearch depending on the amount of data that will 
be stored. 

• SW Requirements: All components of DFB run within Docker containers with all 
their required software, and therefore for the host machine it is required that 
Docker and docker-compose is installed. 

• Network Requirements: Each installation that sends or receives data from one of 
the other requires a direct network connection to it. The Kafka component is 
accessed through domain name and therefore that needs to be resolve to the correct 
IP for each host. Internet access to Dockerhub may facilitate the retrieval and 
building of required Docker images, although it is not required. Communication 
for the encrypted Kafka communication requires TLS access on Port 9093 by 
default, but it may vary depending on the configuration.  

 

Pre-Installation Checklist 
1. Minimum requirements must be met and an estimate of the disk space required with 

the expected data. 
2. Access to required Docker images and code. 

a. Kafka image. 
b. Zookeeper image. 
c. DFB Admin image. 
d. docker-compose.yml configuration file (or the respective one for Kubernetes 

installation). 
e. Elasticsearch image. 
f. Storage connector image and configuration. 

3. Docker service for Linux based machines of Docker Desktop for Windows based 
computers must be up and running. 

 

Installation and Configuring Procedure 
The installation and configuration of DFB on the Logistics and the Smart Factory Field 
Gateways is easily performed using docker-compose within the folder where the docker-
compose.yml file is present. Using the "docker-compose up" command, the five required 
docker containers which are preconfigured start and the Kafka topics become available. These 
containers are Kafka, Zookeeper, DFB admin api, and the two MirrorMakers from and to the 
Cloud installation. A "docker ps" command on the Logistics Field Gateway server for example, 
should return something like the following image: 

 

 
 
The configuration files, apart from the docker-compose.yml and the .env where hosts, networks, 
ports and authentication methods can be configured, also include a few scripts which can be 
run locally in order to recreate the Kafka topics of the C4IIoT framework if needed, with calls 
to the DFB admin API.  
The cloud configuration is similar, but as it is part of the Kubernetes infrastructure, the 
configuration yaml files are in the format of a pod as a service of the Kubernetes configuration. 
Additionally, there are two extra services on the Cloud which are the Elasticsearch and the 
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Storage connector. All the DFB components running on Cloud are pods running with the 
Kubernetes installation and they can be restarted if needed using its controls. 
 

4.2.9 Security Assurance Platform  

Pre-Installation Requirements 
The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied in order to install the software 
modules successfully. 

• HW Requirements: Machine with 4 CPU Cores, 16 GB memory, and 400 GB of 
storage. 

• SW Requirements: Ubuntu 18.04 or later, Docker v20.10.7 or later, Docker-Compose 
v1.27.4 or later. 

• Network Requirements: 10/100MB, connection to the internet for fetching latest 
vulnerability records. 

 
Pre-Installation Checklist 

1. Make sure all the above HW, SW and network requirements are fulfilled. 
2. Configure the applicationmanager/deployment.toml file to reflect the correct address 

where the Assurance Platform will be reachable (default is localhost). 
3. Check that the Platform URL in the .env file is correct. 
4. Make sure ports 443 and 8245 are forwarded so the GUI and the backend are 

accessible by the end users. 
5. Port forward 9444 and 9445, or setup an SSH tunnel to be able to access the WSO2 

configuration. 

 
Installation and Configuring Procedure 

1. Run docker-compose up -d db to create the Assurance Database. 
2. Wait until database is up, then proceed with docker-compose up -d to setup the rest of 

the components. 
3. Set up the WSO2 API Gateway and Identity Server: 

a. Log into {platform_url}:9445 and add the OpenAPI specifications of all 
components to be protected by the WSO2 Gateway. 

b. Log into {platform_url}:9445/devportal and subscribe the default application 
to the APIs previously added. 

c. Get the auto-generated application id from the devportal and add it as 
APPLICATION_TOKEN in the .env file. 

d. Log into {platform_url}:9444, go to Application Services, edit the default 
application and add “Groups” and “Roles” claims to the OAuth2 token. 

e. For more fine-grained control, policies in the form of XACML files need to be 
uploaded to the WSO2 configuration (already supplied with the platform for 
various roles: e.g. Project Admin, Organisation Admin, User, Power User, 
Auditor). 

i. Go to PAP -> Policy Administration -> Select all and delete. 
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ii. Add new entitlement policy -> Import existing policy -> Upload all 
.XACML files provided in the Assurance Platform’s install folder -> 
Publish All. 

iii. Go to {platform_url}:9445 and for each API upload its corresponding 
mediation file (also supplied in the installation folder) by going to API 
Configurations -> Runtime. 

f. Restart the GUI container and login as admin to check everything went well. 
4. Everything else is now manageable from the Assurance GUI. Ports 9445 and 9444 do 

not need to be forwarded anymore. 

 

4.2.10 Behavioral Analysis and Cognitive Security (BACS)   

Pre-Installation Requirements 
The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied in order to install the software 
modules successfully. 
HW Requirements:   

BACS runs on several hardware platforms: x86_64 and ARM64 (e.g., Raspberry Pi).  
 
BACS requires enough RAM to use specific Machine Learning models, for larger models it 
needs up to 4GB of RAM. BACS supports lightweight operating through usage of lightweight 
ML models (e.g., scikit-learn) also. 
 
For training the models and for inference on some larger models we recommend using NVIDIA 
CUDA compatible GPU accelerators.  

 
SW Requirements:  

- Linux OS 
- Python ≥ 3.8.5 
- Apache kafka ≥ 2.13-2.6.0 is used for communication between all of the components 

of the C4IIOT project, and it can be found at the following link. It needs to be 
extracted outside of the directory containing the BACS component.  

- Python packages: 
- cudatoolkit=10.1.243=h6bb024c_0 
- cudnn=7.6.5=cuda10.1_0 
- gcc_impl_linux-64=9.3.0 
- gcc_linux-64=9.3.0 
- gxx_impl_linux-64=9.3.0 
- gxx_linux-64=9.3.0 
- h5py=2.10.0=py38hd6299e0_1 
- joblib=0.16.0=py_0 
- keras-preprocessing=1.1.0=py_1 
- numpy=1.19.1=py38hbc911f0_0 
- pandas=1.1.1=py38he6710b0_0 
- pip=20.2.2=py38_0 
- python=3.8.5=h7579374_1 
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- scikit-learn=0.23.2=py38h0573a6f_0 
- scipy=1.5.2=py38h0b6359f_0 
- tensorflow-gpu=2.2.0=h0d30ee6_0 
- wheel=0.35.1=py_0 
- cython==0.29.21 
- diffprivlib==0.4.1 
- fbprophet==0.7.1 
- convertdate 
- holidays==0.10.3 
- kafka-python==2.0.1 
- keras==2.4.3 
- matplotlib==3.3.2 
- numba==0.51.2 
- pillow==7.2.0 
- plotly==4.10.0 
- plotly-express==0.4.1 
- pyod==0.8.2 
- pystan==2.19.1.1 
- statsmodels==0.12.0 
- tqdm==4.49.0 
- vega==1.3.0 
- vega-datasets==0.8.0 

It should be noted that the BACS component can be run using the Docker images available in 
this Docker repository:  https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/nmilosev/bacs 
Network Requirements:  

- Kafka requires a response time of less than 150ms 
- Blockchaindb - IBM’s HyperLedger Fabric (HLF) 
- IBM’s decentralized access control (DAC) 

 

Pre-Installation Checklist 
In order to ensure that the server is ready for the BACS component, one needs to fulfil the 
requirements outlined in the previous section. BACS itself does not need to be installed, but 
rather, it needs to be unpacked. Furthermore, one can make sure that i) everything is set up 
correctly by running the tests using kafka and simulation scripts - SFEdgeNodeSim.py and 
SFEdgeNodeSimInfinite.py; and ii) if the models are trained by running the 
TestBACSModels.py script. 
 

Installation and Configuring Procedure 
As mentioned above, there is no need to install the BACS component. Rather, one only needs 
to either i) unpack it, or ii) use the Docker image. 
 
Config.py file returns the configuration needed for Kafka, certificates, server address etc. The 
content of the file can be seen bellow.  
 

default_server_address = "localhost:9092" 
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# default_server_address = "c2.itml.gr:9093" # Production server adress 

 

verbose = False  # whether to print all the Kafka messages 

 

def get_kafka_kwargs(server_addr, client): 

    """ 

    This returns kafka parameters for either 

    production or localhost (development) environment 

    """ 

    kwargs = dict() 

 

    if "localhost" not in server_addr: 

        # need SSL, running in production 

        if verbose: 

            print("returning server args for", server_addr, "and", client) 

 

        kwargs = { 

            "security_protocol": "SSL", 

            "ssl_keyfile": f"keys/kafka/{client}/signed.key", 

            "ssl_cafile": f"keys/kafka/{client}/trusted_authority.cert", 

            "ssl_certfile": f"keys/kafka/{client}/signed.pem", 

            "api_version": (6, 0, 2) 

        } 

 

    return kwargs 

 

4.2.11 Traffic Analysis Module (TAM)  

Pre-Installation Requirements 
The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied in order to install the traffic 
analysis module successfully. 

• HW Requirements: Machine with 2 CPU Cores, 4 GB memory, and 20 GB of storage. 
Storage requirement may vary depending on the size of the network traffic flows. 

• SW Requirements: Ubuntu 18.04 or later, Docker v20.10.7 or later,  
• Network Requirements: Network connectivity to Visualization Module to display 

alerts and access to network interface to monitor. 
 

Pre-Installation Checklist 
1. Make sure all the above HW, SW and network requirements are fulfilled 

2. Have a working virtualization environment that can run docker images 
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3. Have sufficient storage space for the compressed docker image file 

 
Installation and Configuring Procedure 
The Traffic analysis module has been stored from a docker image in a tarball. To load it as a 
docker image execute: 
$ docker load < ta-rasp-arm64-v2.tar 

Everything needed for the traffic analysis module to function is packaged inside the docker 
image. To run it execute: 
$ docker run -it --network=bridge ta-rasp-arm64-v2 

When running for the first time, it is necessary to configure the Kafka client in all 3 python files 
which contain the main traffic analysis module and the open-source extensions. In particular, 
the kafka server destination IP address need to be edited in the kafka configuration in files TA-
forth.py, joy-listen-interface.py & ja3-whitelist-interface_v1.py. The interval in which the 
program collects the network traffic and checks for threats can be configured (optional). Before 
running it for the first time we must also build the whitelist of the TLS connection for that 
specific environment. To do that we must run the JA3 and select the interface we want to 
monitor: 
$ docker run -d --network=bridge ta-rasp-arm64-v2 /bin/sh -c "cd 
/home;/usr/bin/python3 ja3-whitelist-interface_v1.py -i eth0 --
print_output --json_logging"  

After leaving it to run for some minutes it should have captured all the TLS connections passing 
through that interface and have generated the corresponding hashes. Collect all the hashes you 
want to whitelist from the output and add them to whitelist.txt leaving a newline after each hash. 
To store our changes to the docker image we must execute: 
$ docker commit [container ID] ta-rasp-arm64-v2 

After that we are ready to start monitoring the interface for alerts and reporting them. To run 
any combination of the traffic analysis scripts inside our module select the interface you want 
to monitor and execute: 
$ docker run -d --network=bridge ta-rasp-arm64-v2 /bin/sh -c "cd 
/home;/usr/bin/python3 TA-forth.py --file /tmp/flows.txt --
interface eth0 --signatures /home/signatures.txt" 

 

$ docker run -d --network=bridge ta-rasp-arm64-v2 /bin/sh -c "cd 
/home;/usr/bin/python3 joy-listen-interface.py --interface 
eth0" 

 

$ docker run -d --network=bridge ta-rasp-arm64-v2 /bin/sh -c "cd 
/home;/usr/bin/python3 ja3-whitelist-interface_v1.py -i eth0 --
print_output --json_logging" 
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4.2.12 Hardware Enabled Smart Factory Edge Node  

Pre-Installation Requirements 
The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied in order to install the software 
modules successfully. 

• HW Requirements: 
o Raspberry Pi 4 Computer Modell B 8GB SDRAM with 64 GB SD card 
o IRIDIUM9670 OPTIGA TPM2.0 LINUX 

• SW Requirements 
o Raspbian 64 bits 

• The edge nodes have to be connected at the same network and they must have 
internet connection as well as connection with the Field Gateway 

 

 
Pre-Installation Checklist 

Software pre-installed in the Linux distribution where the Linux kernel will be compiled: 

• gcc, g++, git, python3, pandoc, autoconf, automake, libtool, pkg-config 
• libssl-dev, libdbus-1-dev, libglib2.0-dev, autoconf-archive, libcmocka0, licmocka-dev, 

net-tools, build-essential, libsqlite3-dev 
• python-yaml, p11-kit, opensc, gnutls-bin libp11-kit-dev, python3-yaml, cscope, libjson-

c-dev, python3-pyasn1-modules, libcurl4-gnutls-dev 

 
Installation and Configuring Procedure 

For the installation procedure, the different repositories will be installed: 

• git clone https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-tss 
• git clone https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-tools 
• git clone https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-abrmd 
• git clone https://github.com/tpm2-software/tpm2-pkcs11 

 
The following steps are necessary to install the previously downloaded software: 
 
TPM2-TSS: 

• ./bootstrap –I m4 
• ./configure --with-udevrulesdir=/etc/udev/rules.d –with udevrulesprefix=70- 
• make –j4 
• make install 
• useradd –system –user-group tss 
• udevadm control –reload.rules && udevadm trigger 
• ldconfig 
•  

TPM2-Tools: 
• ./bootstrap –I m4 
• ./configure  
• make –j4 
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• make install 
• ldconfig 

 
TPM2-ABMRD: 

./bootstrap –I m4 

.configure --with-dbuspolicydir=/etc/dbus-1/system.d \ 
--with-systemdsystemunitdir=/lib/systemd/system \ 
--with-systemdpresetdir=/lib/systemd/system-preset \ 
--datarootdir=/usr/share 
make –j4 
make install 
ldconfig 
pkill –HUP dbus-daemon 
systemctl daemon-reload 
systemctl enable tpm2-abrmd.service 
systemctl start tpm2-abrmd.service 
dbus-send --system --dest=org.freedesktop.DBus --type=method_call \ 
--print-reply /org/freedesktop/DBus org.freedesktop.DBus.ListNames \ 
| grep "com.intel.tss2.Tabrmd" || echo "ERROR: abrmd was not installed correctly!" 

 
TPM2-PKCS11: 

./bootstrap –I m4 

./configure –-enable-esapi-session-manage-flags 
sed –i ‘s/EVP_PKEY_verify_recover(pkey_ctx, data, 
data_len,/EVP_PKEY_verify_recover(pkey_ctx, data, (unsigned int*)data_len,/g’ 
./src/lib/ssl_util.c 
make –j4 
make install 

 

4.2.13 Binsec/UAFuzz  

Pre-Installation Requirements 
The following prerequisites and requirements must be satisfied in order to install the software 
modules successfully: 

• IDA Pro v6.9 9(32-bit) and Python v2.7, or Ghidra 10.1.x (https://ghidra-sre.org/)  

• Graph-Easy v0.7.6 10 for converting IDA's call graph into dot format 

• The profiling tool Valgrind 11 

• The binary analysis framework BINSEC 12 

• Coverage-guided greybox fuzzer AFL v2.52b 13 in QEMU mode 

 
9 https://www.hex-rays.com/products/ida/ 
10 https://metacpan.org/pod/Graph::Easy 
11 https://valgrind.org/ 
12 https://github.com/binsec/binsec 
13 https://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/afl/ 
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• An x86-64 machine with Debian or Ubuntu 

 

Installation and Configuring Procedure 
# Install Ocaml and prerequisite packages for BINSEC via OPAM 

sudo apt update 
sudo apt install ocaml ocaml-native-compilers camlp4-extra opam 

opam init 
opam switch 4.05.0 
opam install merlin ocp-indent caml-mode tuareg menhir ocamlgraph ocamlfind piqi zmq.5.0.0 
zarith llvm.6.0.0 

 
# Install Python's packages 

sudo pip install networkx pydot 
 

# Checkout source code 
git clone https://github.com/strongcourage/uafuzz.git 

 
# Environment variables 

export IDA_PATH = /path/to/ida-6.9/idaq 
export GRAPH_EASY_PATH=/path/to/graph-easy 

cd uafuzz; export UAFUZZ_PATH=`pwd` 
 

# Compile source code 
./scripts/build.sh uafuzz 

 
# Help for IDA/UAFuzz interface 

./binsec/src/binsec -ida-help 

./binsec/src/binsec -uafuzz-help 

 

4.3 User Guides 

4.3.1 Cloud Management and Orchestration with Cloud Gateway (microk8s)  

Concepts/Features 
Microk8s provides a single node Kubernetes cluster aimed at hosting all Cloud Layer 
components of C4IIoT, i.e., all the K8s resources: deployments, pods, services, volume claims, 
ingress, secrets, etc. 
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Input 
This is an infrastructure component supporting the execution of all the Cloud Layer 
components; thus, no explicit input is required at runtime.  
In order to deploy C4IIoT components, sample component configuration YAML files have 
been provided by HPE to development partners, for an easy customization, including the 
respective Cloud Gateway configuration extension. 

 
Output 
This is an infrastructure component supporting the execution of all the Cloud Layer 
components; thus, no explicit output is expected at runtime.  
Obviously, the implicit outcome is the correct execution of the C4IIoT components and their 
accessibility through the HTTPS protected REST interface. 

 
Step by Step Usage 

Display Microk8s status and enabled add-ons, on c4iiot1 VM shell prompt: microk8s status 

 

The sample YAML file to create a K8s deployment for a C4IIoT component is displayed below: 
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The sample YAML file to create a K8s service for a C4IIoT component is displayed below: 
 

 
 
The sample YAML file for a K8s ingress (Cloud Gateway configuration for a component) with 
Modsecurity Web Application Firewall is displayed below: 
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To display the status of the K8s resources of the cloud layer from shell prompt use: microk8s 
kubectl get pod –n c4iiot 
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To display the status of the K8s resources of the cloud layer using the K8s dashboard Web GUI, 
connect the browser to https://c4iiot1:32343/#/workloads?namespace=c4iiot  
 
The following screenshot of the Workload summary have been taken during initial test phases, 
thus show some failures: 

 

 
 
The status of K8s deployments for C4IIoT components of the cloud layer using the K8s 
dashboard Web GUI, connect the browser to 
https://c4iiot1:32343/#/deployment?namespace=c4iiot  
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The status of K8s pods for C4IIoT components of the cloud layer using the K8s dashboard Web 
GUI, connect the browser to https://c4iiot1:32343/#/pod?namespace=c4iiot  
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4.3.2 Certificate Authority CA/PKI (EJBCA Community) 

Concepts/Features 
EJBCA Community Edition is a robust, flexible, scalable CA/PKI infrastructure that will 
deliver X.509 certificates to all C4IIoT components in all layers. These certificates will be used 
to store identities for HTTPS communication, ABE roles, Kafka permissions, etc. 

 
Input 
This is an infrastructure component that delivers X.509 certificate on request that will be 
installed by c4IIoT components at initialization time, thus no explicit input is required at 
runtime.  
In order to get a certificate for a C4IIoT components, the Web GUI can be used by an authorized 
user to provide the certificate required information. 
 

Output 
This is an infrastructure component that delivers X.509 certificate on request that will be 
installed by c4IIoT components at initialization time, thus no explicit output is expected at 
runtime.  
Obviously when a certificate is requested by an authorized user, the signed certificate can be 
downloaded by EJBCA in different formats (PEM, PKCS#12 or JKS) 

 
Step by Step Usage 

The external Web GUI of EJBCA can be accessed at https://c4iiot2:8443/ejbca/ while only 
authorized users (with an installed admin client certificate installed in their browser trust store) 
can access the administration interface at https://c4iiot2:8443/ejbca/adminweb/  
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Using the Admin interface first the C4IIOT Root CA has been created, with four SubCAs: 
Cloud, Core, edge and Field. Each SubCA will be used to sign certificates for its own layer, 
while Core will be used for infrastructure components, like for instance the TLS certificate of 
Harbor Private Docker registry. 

A set of Certificate Profiles has been created for each class of Certificates potentially needed 
by any actor in C4IIoT project, as shown and can be managed at 
https://c4iiot2:8443/ejbca/adminweb/ca/editcertificateprofiles/editcertificateprofiles.xhtml  

 

 

The roles for the different users (with limited admin scopes) are show and can be managed at 
https://c4iiot2:8443/ejbca/adminweb/administratorprivileges/roles.xhtml  
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Authorized users access the RA Web interface at 
https://c4iiot2:8443/ejbca/ra/enrollmakenewrequest.xhtml  to request certificates. 

 

Issued Certificates (End Entities) can be shown and managed at 
https://c4iiot2:8443/ejbca/adminweb/ra/listendentities.jsp  
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4.3.3 Private Docker Registry (Harbor) 

Concepts/Features 
Microk8s provides a private Docker Registry for C4IIoT components, supporting HTTPS 
secure access and automatic image vulnerability scanning using an integrated Trivy instance. 
 

Input 
This is an infrastructure component supporting the execution of dockerized C4IIoT 
components, thus no explicit input is required at runtime.  
In order to store C4IIoT components images, usual Docker shell commands need to be used: 
using Harbor Web GUI interface a “hint” popup shows the syntax of the shell commands, e.g. 
docker pull c4iiot2:5443/c4iiot-cloud/binsec 

 
Output 
This is an infrastructure component supporting the execution of components on Microk8s for 
Cloud Layer (or simply Docker for other layers – if applicable), thus no explicit output is 
expected at runtime.  
Obviously, the implicit outcome is the correct download of the C4IIoT components images by 
Microk8s deployments/pods (or simply using Docker). 
 

Step by Step Usage 
Harbor Web GUI can be accessed at https://c4iiot2:5443/harbor/projects  
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The space has been divided into 4 sections (projects), in addition to the default ‘library’:  

• C4iiot-cloud: for cloud layer components 
• C4iiot-core: for common/shared infrastructure components 
• C4iiot-edge: for selected edge layer components, when applicable 
• C4iiot-field: for selected field layer components, when applicable 

 

 

 
 
To display the contents of a ‘project’ click on project name: e.g. ‘c4iiot-cloud’ 
(https://c4iiot2:5443/harbor/projects/2/repositories ) will show 
 

 
 
To display the tags of an ‘artifact’ click on its name: e.g., ‘es-connector’ 
(https://c4iiot2:5443/harbor/projects/2/repositories/es-connector ) will show 
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Notice the presence of 3 tags (three versions, updated for functionality and improved from 
vulnerability perspective: the version tagged 2.03 has no vulnerabilities). 
Clicking on specific version, e.g. ‘2.02’, (https://c4iiot2:5443/harbor/projects/2/repositories/es-
connector/artifacts/sha256:a733107b64b0f61eb05f2fc48a1163d5b9423a23e6c0a35a568e76c8
081b2f69 ) the full information is displayed together with the detailed list of vulnerabilities with 
links to the full descriptions and fixing hints. 

 
 

4.3.4 Decentralized Access Control (DAC) 

Concepts/Features 
In C4IIoT, IBM delivers a decentralized solution allowing to control the access to data by 
various entities, to enable auditability of various events and policies, and to verify the integrity 
of data items. One core element of the DAC is applying encryption in order to restrict and 
control access to data. We apply ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) to data 
that’s considered secret or sensitive such as sensor readings. CP-ABE is a type of public-key 
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encryption where data consumers are each granted with a personal secret key. The secret key is 
associated with a set of attributes characterizing its holder (for example organization, role, 
purpose of consuming the data etc.). Users or entities generating or owning the data encrypt it 
with a public key and specify an access policy to the encrypted data as part of the process, 
describing who shall be allowed to decrypt it. This mechanism has built-in elements of 
decentralization. It gives the power in the hands of the data owners to decide on access policies 
while encrypting the data. Once a data item is encrypted, no central authority is required to 
evaluate the access policy and grant access to the data, as the encryption mechanism provides 
an automatic enforcement. In addition, it is a “one to many” encryption in which data owners 
do not need to explicitly specify or even be aware of the specific users or entities consuming 
the data. IBM’s solution also relies on Blockchain technologies: either Hyperledger Fabric or 
Blockchain Database. It enables auditability of events and access policies as well as assure the 
integrity of data in C4IIoT. When data item is created, shared, modified or when being stored 
on a storage service, a corresponding record is logged in the Blockchain. These tamper-proof 
records include a pointer to the place where the data item is stored, a hash of the data taken in 
the time when it was created, and the CP-ABE access policy used to encrypt it. This solution 
allows all the entities involved in C4IIoT to monitor the lifecycle of data items and to verify the 
integrity of the data. 
 

Input / Output 
The DAC components that other C4IIoT components should interact with are all HTTP/S 
servers that expose REST APIs with JSON-format input and output. Below is a description of 
the main APIs exposed, in the form of examples. 

 
GET /abe-keys-issuing/v1/secret-key 

 
 
GET /abe-keys-issuing/v1/public-key 

 
 

GET /abe-client/v1/encrypt 
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GET /abe-client/v1/decrypt 

 
 

POST /hlf-client/v1/sensor-item-info 

 
 
POST /hlf-client/v1/sensor-item-pointer 

 
 

GET /hlf-client/v1/records 
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POST /bcdb-client/v1/sensor-item-info 

 
 

POST /bcdb-client/v1/sensor-item-pointer 

 
 

GET /bcdb-client/v1/records 
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Step by Step Usage 

After deploying the DAC and before starting to use it, the following preparation should be done 
by the C4IIoT components:  

1. All C4IIoT components that interact with the DAC should obtain certificates from the 
C4IIoT certificate authority. 

2. Components that encrypt data should approach the ABE keys-issuing authority to obtain 
the shared ABE public key used for encrypting data. Corresponding API: GET /abe-
keys-issuing/v1/public-key. 

3. Components that decrypt data should approach the ABE keys-issuing authority to obtain 
the shared ABE public key and a personal ABE secret key used for decrypting data. 
Corresponding APIs: GET /abe-keys-issuing/v1/public-key, GET /abe-keys-
issuing/v1/secret-key. 

Upon creation of a new data item, for example a new sensor reading is obtained in an edge 
node: 

1. An edge node uses an ABE client to encrypt a new data item it wishes to share, such as 
sensor readings, in accordance with privacy-aware policies to be specified by the edge 
node. Corresponding API: GET /abe-client/v1/encrypt. 

2. The edge node uses a HLF client to add a record related to the new data item (with hash 
of the data to validate its integrity and the access policy used when encrypting the data 
item) into the HLF ledger. This will be done by proposing new transaction to the ledger 
by the HLF client. Corresponding API: POST /hlf-client/v1/sensor-item-info. 

3. The encrypted data is being sent from the edge node to the field gateway. 
4. Within the field gateway layer, the data is circulated to data consumers. Data consumers, 

such as the C4IIoT analytics tools, use an ABE client to decrypt the data. Corresponding 
API: GET /abe-client/v1/decrypt. 

5. Alongside step #4, the encrypted data is being sent from the field gateway to the cloud. 
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6. Within the cloud layer, the data is circulated to data consumers. Data consumers, such 
as the C4IIoT analytics tools, use an ABE client to decrypt the data. Corresponding API: 
GET /abe-client/v1/decrypt. 

7. Alongside step #6, the encrypted data is being sent to the storage service connector. The 
storage service connector uploads the data to the cloud storage service to be stored under 
a unique key. The storage service connector uses a HLF client to update the 
corresponding record in the HLF ledger, adding a pointer to the location where the data 
item is stored on the storage service. This will be done by proposing new transaction to 
the ledger by the HLF client. Corresponding API: POST /hlf-client/v1/sensor-item-
pointer. 

8. Within the cloud layer, data consumers may download encrypted data stored on the 
cloud storage service. 

 

4.3.5 Security-aware dynamic offloading decision mechanism (MEDICI) 

Concepts/Features 
The purpose of UOG’s Multi-critEria DecIsion support meChanism for IoT offloading 
(MEDICI) is to provide security-aware dynamic offloading of anomaly detection tasks for 
UNSPMF’s BCAS component within the C4IIoT environment. More specifically, MEDICI is 
to be deployed at the Field Gateway (FG) layer and receive anomaly detection tasks from BACS 
edge modules with low confidence. Upon receiving these requests, MEDICI will dynamically 
decide whether an intermediate complexity BACS model, located at the FG layer, or an 
advanced complexity BACS model, located at the Cloud layer, should be triggered. 
To perform this selection process of available BACS modules, located at the FG and Cloud 
layers, MEDICI utilises recent historic execution information (e.g., model inference time) as 
well as current network information (e.g., round trip latency). Execution information is reported 
back to MEDICI from each BACS module which successfully processes an offloaded anomaly 
detection task. Occasionally, MEDICI will send dummy anomaly detection tasks to BACS 
modules which haven’t been recently selected to allow MEDICI to maintain fresh and accurate 
execution information for every available offloading destination. Furthermore, MEDICI Agent 
services are deployed alongside each BACS module and are used by MEDICI to gather real-
time network information. This combination of execution and network information (total 
response time), as well as the recent confidence scores of all available BACS modules in the 
C4IIoT environment allows MEDICI to make a more informed decision. 

 
Input 
Below are the input Kafka topics used by the MEDICI Core Service, and details of JSON 
message exchanged over the topic. 

 
DataToMediciF & DataToMediciL Topics 

 
Used by BACS Edge models to contact MEDICI with anomaly detection tasks that need to be 
offloaded to a more advance BACS model for further investigation. 
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DataToMediciF – Used in factory use case 

DataToMediciL – Used in logistics use case 

 

JSON message attributes (same in both use cases) 

• single_datapoint (JSON Object) – Contains details of the edge device and 
data point which was analysed by BACS edge  

o device_type (String) – Application identifier of the edge device, such as 
AVG. 

o device_ID (String) – Unique identifier assigned the edge device 
o iterations (Integer) – Number of iterations of the received task 
o edge_detection (String) – Outcome of the BACS edge anomaly 

detection, value either OK or ANOMALY 
o edge_confidence (Float) – BACS edge anomaly detection confidence 

score 
• buffer (JSON Object) – Encrypted text of previous anomaly detection task used 

by BACS FG. Not used by MEDICI 
 
ExecutionToMediciF & ExecutionToMediciL Topics 

 
Used to report back execution data (e.g., execution/inference times and confidence scores) from 
offloaded tasks to BACS FG and Cloud models. 
 

ExecutionToMediciF – Used in factory use case 

ExecutionToMediciL – Used in logistics use case 

 
JSON message attributes (same in both use cases) 

• task_id (String) – Identifier of the BACS model that processed the offloaded 
task 

• execution_confidence (Float) – BACS model anomaly detection 
confidence score 

• request_id (String) – Request identifier MEDICI assigned when receiving the 
offloading request  

• execution_time (Float) – Inference time reported by the BACS model 
• confidence (Float) – BACS anomaly detection confidence score 

 

NewBACS Topic 
 
Used to inform MEDICI of available BACS models (offloading destinations). Note, ensure a 
MEDICI Agent has been deployed using the same ID as the new BACS model. 

 
NewBACS – Used in factory and logistic use cases 
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JSON message attributes (same in both use cases) 

• kafka_topic_name (String) – Name of the Kafka topic to be used to contact 
the BACS model when offloading tasks 

• location (String) – Value should either be fg or cloud to denoted which 
network layer the BACS model is located on 

• type_id (String) – Application identifier of the BACS model, such as AVG. 
• task_id (String) – Identifier of the BACS model. This should match the ID used 

for the accompanying MEDICI Agent service. 
• f1_score (Float) – F1 Score achieved by the BACS model during training 

 
FromMEDICIAgentF & FromMEDICIAgentL Topics 

 
Timestamp messages sent from deployed MEDICI agents. Note, this an internal message only 
used by MEDICI, and is sent a plain message (i.e., not in JSON format). 
 

FromMEDICIAgentF – Used in factory use case 

FromMEDICIAgentL – Used in logistics use case 

 
Message format (same in both use cases) 

 
AgentServiceID,SentTimestamp 

 

AgentServiceID – MEDICI Agent service identifier 

SentTimestamp – Timestamp initially sent to MEDICI Agent service 

 
Output 

 
ToFGBACSF# & ToFGBACSL# Topics 

 
Used to offloaded tasks to BACS anomaly detection models located at the FG network layer 

 
ToFGBACSF# – Used in factory use case 

ToFGBACSL# – Used in logistics use case 

 

JSON message attributes (same in both use cases) 

• request_id (String) – Request ID assigned by MEDICI 
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• dummy_request (Integer) – 0 if a non-dummy request, 1 if dummy request. 
MEDICI sends dummy request to gather information from BACS models 
(offloading destinations) which haven’t been recently selected 

• request_data (JSON Object) – Holds data about the task to further investigated 
o single_datapoint (JSON Object) – Contains details of the edge 

device and data point which was analysed by BACS edge  
o buffer (JSON Object) – Encrypted text of previous anomaly detection 

task used by BACS FG. Not used by MEDICI 
 

ToCloudBACSF# & ToCloudBACSL# Topics 
 

Used to offloaded tasks to BACS anomaly detection models located at the cloud network layer 
 

ToCloudBACSF# – Used in factory use case 

ToCloudBACSL# – Used in logistics use case 

 
JSON message attributes (same in both use cases) 

• request_id (String) – Request ID assigned by MEDICI 
• dummy_request (Integer) – 0 if a non-dummy request, 1 if dummy request. 

MEDICI sends dummy request to gather information from BACS models 
(offloading destinations) which haven’t been recently selected 

• single_datapoint (JSON Object) – Contains details of the edge device and 
data point which was analysed by BACS edge 

 
ToMEDICIAgentF & ToMEDICIAgentL Topics 

 
Timestamp message sent to MEDICI Agent service to collect network-based data to be used by 
MEDICIs decision maker. 
 

ToMEDICIAgentF – Used in factory use case 

ToMEDICIAgentL – Used in logistics use case 

 
Message format (same in both use cases) 

 
SentTimestamp 

 
SentTimestamp – Timestamp sent to MEDICI Agent service 

 

Step by Step Usage 
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After deploying MEDICI Core service and Agent services to various locations in the 
environment, the following procedure should be used to start MEDICI. 

1. Firstly, start MEDICI Agent services for each BACS model located at the FG and Cloud 
network layers that are to be used initially in the deployment. 

2. Then start the MEDICI Core service located on the FG layer. When the core service 
starts, messages are being generated from MEDICI’s ‘NETWORK’ server which 
consists of requests and responses from deployed Agents. Ensure that responses from 
all deployed MEDICI agents alongside BACS models at the FG and cloud are being 
received. This can be done by checking the Agent identifier in output messages from 
the ‘NETWORK’ server.  Furthermore, ensure that the environment in which MEDICI 
Core service is being deployed from has access to the required python packages, as these 
will be required when MEDICI queries its decision maker. 

3. MEDICI Core needs to be initially informed of the available BACS model (offloading 
destinations) using the ‘NewBACS’ Kafka topic and the described JSON message 
format detailed above and every time a new model is added to the system. When this 
happens output messages from MEDICI’s ‘INSTANCE’ server are generated for 
confirmation. Important note, both BACS model(s) and corresponding MEDICI 
Agent(s) should be running and listening to relevant topics before MEDICI is informed 
about them. If not, MEDICI may be unable to add them as a new offloading destination. 
When a new BACS model is added via this method, MEDICI will perform one of the 
following procedures: 

a. If the new BACS model(s) is from a new application space that MEDICI hasn’t 
seen any requests for before, MEDICI will perform initial data gathering for the 
new BACS model the first time a BACS edge model in the same application 
space generates an offloading request task.  

b. If MEDICI has already received offloading requests for the application space of 
the BACS model(s), it will perform initial data gathering by sending dummy 
requests using data held from a previous offloading request. The purpose of this 
is to gather initial execution data for the new BACS model to be used by 
MEDICI’s decision maker. 

4. When BACS edge model(s) are deployed and generating offloading requests, you 
should see MEDICI’s ‘REQUEST’ server receive these messages, query its decision 
maker, which will output the selecting offloading destination (BACS model), and relay 
the received data from the BACS edge model which generated the offloading request. 

5. Moreover, after a BACS model located at the FG and cloud network layers have 
executed the offloaded task from MEDICI, the BACS model should report back to 
MEDICI with execution data of the task executed. This message will be received by 
MEDICI’s ‘RESPONSE’ server, which it will update the corresponding record held 
with the execution data received to then be used in future offloading decisions. 
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4.3.6 Cyber-Attack Reactive Mitigation Action Search (CARMAS) 

Concepts/Features 
CARMAS is a tool designed for searching the space of possible mitigation plans, when given 
the specification of a suspected cyberattack occurring within C4IIoT underlying system, in 
order to devise the best possible mitigation to the given attack. It works in conjunction with 
AEGIS’ AVT tool by exposing a REST-based API where it can receive the content of a 
suspected attack enriched with some additional information given by the tools further up the 
detection chain. The mitigation actions determined to be most appropriate by the tool are sent 
back to the AVT tool where they are validated and potentially modified by a human operator. 
This in turn will lead to the mitigations being applied within the network. 
The fundamental operating principle underlying CARMAS is the use of constraint object-
oriented logic programming as the primary knowledge representation language of the 
application. Through its use, and in collaboration with project partners, a domain specific 
ontology has been developed, representing all relevant concepts within the domain allowing for 
fine-grained analysis of the effects of attacks and mitigations on business continuity. This, in 
turn, is the cornerstone of the primary decision procedure in CARMAS, which utilizes the input 
generated by the detection mechanisms, in conjunction with the knowledge encapsulated in the 
ontology, to dynamically construct a constraint optimization problem (COP) whose solutions 
are the selected sets of mitigations to be employed. 

CARMAS has been realized through the combination of four primary technologies: 
1. Object Oriented Logic Programming (through the Logtalk transpiler & programming 

language) allowing disciplined code reuse, semi-automated unit-testing and the 
representation of UML-based ontologies directly as parametric objects; 

2. Constraint (Logic) Programming (through the use of the CLP(FD) libraries of SWI 
Prolog) allowing the construction of (dynamic) constraint optimization problems and 
representing many of the choices in the program to be expressed as constraint 
variables; 

3. Service Oriented Programming (through the exposure of a REST API using the HTTP 
libraries of SWI Prolog) allowing the application to be used as a web service, and to 
allow easy reuse of the application within the framework without requiring other 
components to explicitly share the language or knowledge representation paradigm; 

4. Logic Programming (through the use of SWI Prolog as the primary underlying 
computation engine and runtime environment for all the other technologies) bringing 
together all of the above technologies in one well tested and stable environment and 
allowing for easy use of the inherent search mechanism to look for solutions 
efficiently. 

 
Input 
The primary input to this component is the specification of the suspected attack being carried 
out on the C4IIoT environment in the form of a JSON payload. It contains precise details on 
several aspects of the suspected attack actions, that, together, form an overall attack plan 
seeking to disrupt the underlying system. These details include information on the type of the 
attack action, the source of the attack, the targeted node, an estimate of the plausibility of the 
attack action taking place, and specific details about the internals of the nodes involved like 
their operating system, asset type, among others. 
All the input schemas are derived from the ontology that underlies the application. This has 
allowed us to have one uniform representation throughout the entire code base and, from there 
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to derive a specification, rendered as an OpenAPI specification file, that has been delivered to 
project partners so they, too, can construct requests understood by CARMAS. Here is a 
prototypical example of one of the inputs understood by the tool, constructed following the 
OpenAPI specification: 

 
Leveraging the underlying Prolog engine’s bidirectional JSON parsing utilities, inputs in this 
format and shape are then transformed internally into Logtalk parametric object terms, which, 
in turn, represent the actual instances of these network events within the application. These for 
then the basis of the constraint optimization problem mentioned above. 
 

Output 
The primary output to this component is the specification of the mitigation in the form of a 
JSON payload. It, like the input above, contains a series of details on the specifics of the 
mitigation actions to be employed to mitigate a suspected attack. Each mitigation action 
contains details on the type of mitigation to be used, the attack action it responds to, and the 
asset to which the corrective action must be applied, among others. 
As before, all the output schemas have been derived from the ontology, and represent objects 
constructed from the choices made when solving the constraint optimization problem that 
encodes the mitigation action search. These output schemas have also been formalized within 
the OpenAPI specification that was shared with project partners to allow them to easily parse 
and make use of the output emanating from CARMAS. Here is a prototypical example of one 
of the outputs produced by the tool: 
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In manner analogous to the way the JSON inputs are parsed and transformed into Logtalk terms, 
CARMAS utilizes the translation facilities to transform its internal representation of the 
mitigation plans into the output JSON format, guided, as always, by the OpenAPI specification. 
 

Step by Step Usage 
CARMAS has been designed aiming to have the minimum amount of setup is necessary for its 
use. With this in mind, the tool, as mentioned above, is designed to be fully self-contained and 
does not therefore need any particular post-installation tasks to be carried out. 
To put the application to use, it becomes therefore necessary to only perform the following 
steps: 

1. Utilize the provided OpenAPI specification to determine the structure of the web 
requests your tool must construct so that it can communicate with CARMAS. 

2. You should add the necessary code to perform a POST request to CARMAS on the 
endpoint /ap with said payload. If done on an environment where the outer port is 
mapped as well to 8081, the request would have the following signature: POST 
<carmas_host>:8081/ap. 

3. Your request response handling code should then also base itself on the provided 
OpenAPI specification to translate CARMAS’ JSON output payload back to your own 
internal representation. 

4. Finally, you should perform several test requests with mocked data that respects the 
form constraints specified in the OpenAPI specification to test the status of your 
application’s communication mechanisms with CARMAS. 

 
Should the application behave unexpectedly, or have trouble starting, the following command 
can prove itself to be quite useful, in that it will allow the user to observe the current status of 
CARMAS’ internal log-file (assuming that it is being run in a pure docker environment): 

 

 
This command first looks up the current docker process id, and uses it to then run tail on the 
logfile generated by the application as can be seen below: 
 

$ docker exec -it $( docker ps | grep carmas | cut -d " " -f1 ) tail -f /root/httpd.log 
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This command can be adapted to be used with other container management environments 
besides plain docker by retaining the fundamental idea of running tail on the /root/httpd.log 
file. 

 

4.3.7 Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT) 

Concepts/Features 
Τhe Advanced Visualization Toolkit (AVT) module is the user interface of the C4IIoT 
framework. It provides the means to visualise several indicators deriving from the analysis of 
data coming from the C4IIoT infrastructure. AVT enables the final user to explore data at a 
high level through several interconnected, interactive visualisations that also allow drilling into 
more detailed information to reveal hidden relationships and insights. 
The AVT provides real-time monitoring of the system, alerting mechanisms, the option to 
request and apply mitigation actions and uses timeline analysis to look into past incidents and 
detect possible hidden relations between detected events. 
The AVT includes: 

• Real-time monitoring of devices operational data  

• Real-time monitoring of events detected in the anomaly detection process 

• Historical data overview 

• Interaction with Security Assurance Module to show attack plans detected and user 
interaction to get mitigation plans and apply mitigation actions 

• Binsec Analysis 

• Verification against data manipulation 

• Timeline analysis 

• Real-time monitoring in the map of devices in Logistics use case 

 
Input 
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The module receives input from the C4IIoT framework consisting of data from sensing devices 
on the Edge enriched with information from the anomaly detection process. It also receives data 
from the Traffic Analysis module on the Smart Factory FG and interacts with other modules to 
perform security analyses and apply mitigation actions. Finally, historical data retrieved from 
the Elastic database. 

 
Output 
The output of the module consists of several end-user interfaces as briefly presented in the 
Concept/Features section and will be described in detail in the following section. 

 
Step by Step Usage 

The user visits the provided URL which redirects him to a keycloak login page.  

 
 

After logging in with his credentials, he can access the web application. There the home page 
is the monitoring page that provides an overview of the monitored domains (Smart Factory, 
Logistics) 
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By selecting a domain, there is a second option to monitor the overall events for this domain, 
or to look into data from specific devices for a more detailed investigation. 

 
 
Selecting a specific device, the user monitors all incoming data, including sensing information 
accompanied by the anomaly detection process result. On the top left the doughnut chart 
provides an overview of the normal versus the abnormal values, while on the top right table 
there is an indicator of the current status with respect to the last seen anomaly. On the bottom 
of the screen data are shown in more details in tabular and graphical form. 
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The Events monitoring is similar to the monitoring of the devices. On the upper part of the 
screen there is again an overview of the monitored domains and an overview of the status, while 
on the lower part of the screen there are tables with more details about each event. 

 
 
The user can navigate using the menu to the Attack Monitoring page where there is 
information about the past attacks or ongoing attacks. Here the user can either ignore a threat, 
or request a mitigation plan for that threat. Note that if an attack occurs, there is a flashing 
notification (alerting) that redirects the user to the Attack Details page. 
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Requesting a mitigation action, a modal window appears with a list of all the available 
mitigation actions that the system has selected for the given threat. The user can select and 
apply the most appropriate mitigation action. 

 

 
 
Also, there is another option available through the application, where the user can create his 
own custom mitigation rule. Here the user can activate or deactivate custom mitigation actions. 
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In addition, the BINSEC Analysis interface provides the user the option to initiate a new 
BINSEC analysis and view its results when ready. Also, on the table provided, the user can 
investigate results from previous tests. 

 

 
 
By selecting a BINSEC analysis that has been completed from the BINSEC History table, the 
raw output of the BINSEC analysis is provided for inspection by security experts. 
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On the Historical analysis tab there is a selection of viewing events or performing a timeline 
analysis to investigate hidden relationships between detected anomalies. 

 

 
 
By selecting the events detection, a new page is loaded where the user gives as input a 
monitoring domain, a device, and a known timestamp that he wants to investigate. Then a line 
chart with the values of the sensors of the selected device is provided, and the user can 
investigate the variations in sensing device values just before and after the event. 
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In the Logistics monitoring domain, the position of the containers is monitored in an interactive 
world map. 

 
 
 
By selecting the timeline analysis, a new page is loaded where the user selects a monitoring 
domain, a device and a date and an interactive timeline view is returned with the events that the 
selected device had over that date. There is the option to select multiple devices, and then 
multiple timelines are plotted and a comparison between the devices is easier. Also, a stacked 
bar chart provides grouped information regarding the detection of the events and the total status, 
giving an overall view of the investigated domain. 
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The data fusion bus tab opens a new page where the user can have a quick overview of the 
status of the communication mechanism (KAFKA) in every available domain. There are also 
the options to give access to the Kafka topics for specified new users and to block users from 
accessing the messaging system. 

 

 
 
Finally, there is an option to select a complete day and download a complete list of the logistics 
data. 
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An example of downloaded logistics data: 

 
 

4.3.8 Data Fusion Bus (DFB) 

Concepts/Features 
DFB's main purpose within the C4IIoT is the transportation of data from the other components 
with a secure and reliable way. Although Kafka can be used as a cluster in which case a single 
DFB admin module would be sufficient to control, due to network limitations, there are three 
different installations on the Logistics Field Gateway, the Smart Factory Field Gateway and the 
Cloud.  
Multiple topics have been created to support the required communication pathways between 
various of C4IIoT modules. Some topics send information from the FGs towards the Cloud and 
some vice versa, using MirrorMakers. Below is a list of the topics per layer and a brief 
description. The architecture in the two FGs is symmetrical supporting separate MEDICI, 
BACS and Traffic Analysis components running for each of the two use cases. 

 

• Logistics Field Gateway Topics 
o DataToMedici 

§ Edge data sent to MEDICI. 
o ToCloudStorage 

§ Topic is mirrored to the Cloud. 
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§ Transports data from Edge, Traffic Analysis Module and FG BACS to 
the Cloud. 

o NewBACS 
§ BACS reports its id to MEDICI upon startup. 

o ExecutionToMediciL 
§ BACS reports execution information to MEDICI 

o ToFGBACSL1 
§ MEDICI sends data for reevaluation to FG BACS 

o ToCloudBACSL1 
§ Topic is mirrored to the Cloud. 
§ MEDICI sends date for reevaluation to Cloud BACS 

o ToMEDICIAgentL 
§ Topic is mirrored to the Cloud. 
§ Messages from MEDICI to its agents on the FG and Cloud 

o FromMEDICIAgentL 
§ Messages from MEDICI agent to MEDICI 

• Smart Factory Field Gateway Topics 
o DataToMedici 

§ Edge data sent to MEDICI. 
o ToCloudStorage 

§ Topic is mirrored to the Cloud. 
§ Transports data from Edge, Traffic Analysis Module and FG BACS to 

the Cloud. 
o NewBACS 

§ BACS reports its id to MEDICI upon startup. 
o ExecutionToMediciF 

§ BACS reports execution information to MEDICI. 
o ToFGBACSF1 

§ MEDICI sends data for reevaluation to FG BACS. 
o ToCloudBACSF1 

§ Topic is mirrored to the Cloud. 
§ MEDICI sends data for reevaluation to Cloud BACS. 

o ToMEDICIAgentF 
§ Topic is mirrored to the Cloud. 
§ Messages from MEDICI to its agents on the FG and Cloud. 

o FromMEDICIAgentF 
§ Messages from MEDICI agents to MEDICI. 

• Cloud Topics 
o NewBACS 

§ Topic is mirrored to the two FGs. 
§ Cloud BACS reports its id to MEDICI upon startup. 

o ToCloudStorage 
§ Transports the data from the two Field Gateways and the output of 

Cloud BACS (for both use cases). 
o ExecutionToMediciL 

§ Topic is mirrored to the Logistics FG 
§ Logistics Cloud BACS reports execution information to MEDICI. 

o ExecutionToMediciF 
§ Topic is mirrored to the Smart Factory FG 
§ Smart Factory Cloud BACS reports execution information to MEDICI. 
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o ToCloudBACSL1 
§ MEDICI from the Logistics FG sends data for reevaluation to Cloud 

BACS. 
o ToCloudBACSF1 

§ MEDICI from the Smart Factory FG sends data for reevaluation to 
Cloud BACS. 

o ToMEDICIAgentL 
§ Messages from Logistics MEDICI to its agent on the Cloud. 

o ToMEDICIAgentF 
§ Messages from Smart Factory MEDICI to its agent on the Cloud. 

o FromMEDICIAgentL 
§ Topic is mirrored to the Logistics FG 
§ Messages from MEDICI agent to the Logistics MEDICI 

o FromMEDICIAgentF 
§ Topic is mirrored to the Smart Factory FG 
§ Messages from MEDICI agent to the Smart Factory MEDICI 

o AVTtoBINSEC 
§ Requests for analysis from the AVT to BINSEC 

o BINSECtoAVT 
§ Results of BINSEC analysis to the AVT 

o SAMtoAVT 
§ Messages from SAM to the AVT 

 
The three Kafka installation can be controlled using the API of DFB admin. This API provides 
endpoints for creating new topics, giving users read and write access to specific topics or 
restricting this access. It can also provide information about the current topics and information 
about the Kafka cluster and create access control lists (ACLs). The users are identified by 
specific certificates, and although DFB admin provides the ability to generate these certificates 
through its API, within the scope of C4IIoT, the certificates must be created or signed by the 
private Certificate Authority that has been set up for this project. Each certificate has been given 
specific read or write access to specific topics only. 
Finally, on the cloud server only, DFB is completed by the storage connector and the 
Elasticsearch installation. The storage connector apart from storing the information from 
ToCloudStorage topic to Elasticsearch, it also includes logic for verifying the data integrity of 
the edge data using the blockchain element of Decentralised Access Control module. The 
Elasticsearch is the main storage database for most of the data of the C4IIoT framework. 
 

Input / Output 
As far as Kafka is concerned, the inputs and the outputs of each topic are determined by the 
modules that use each topic. These messages are always strings in JSON format, which include 
specific fields produced by each module and required by other modules. 
The main endpoints of the DFB admin's REST API are described below, with examples from 
the Logistics FG server. 
Endpoint (GET) /admin/api/v1/kafka/topics return information about the current topics of 
Kafka. 
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Endpoint (GET) /admin/api/v1/kafka/status/ return information about the status of the Kafka 
brokers and topics. 
 

 
 
Endpoint (POST) /admin/api/v1/kafka/utils/write-to-topic provides write access to a topic. It 
expects the Common Name (CN) of the user's certificate and the topic name. Returns a 200 
response code on success. 
 

 
 
Endpoint (POST) /admin/api/v1/kafka/acls/principals/ban removes all access of a specific user 
from Kafka. It expects the CN of the user's certificate and returns a 200 response code on 
success. 
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Step by Step Usage 

The API endpoints described in the previous paragraphs are used by the Data Fusion Bus screen 
of the AVT and the user can perform these actions through the GUI of the application. This 
screen provides visual representation of the health of the Brokers and the Topics, a text field 
which can be used to ban a specific user, a combination of dropdown and a text field to provide 
access to a topic to a new user. Alternatively, these endpoints can be called, from within the 
Docker container of DFB admin using the curl command as presented in the previous examples. 

For writing to topics, a Kafka producer has to be implemented, whereas for reading from topics, 
a Kafka consumer program is required. Within the scope of C4IIoT, the various modules that 
use DFB for writing and reading messages have implemented producers and consumers in 
Python, Java and Node.js. 

 

4.3.9 Security Assurance Platform 

Concepts/Features 
Sphynx's Security & Privacy Assurance Platform is responsible for monitoring, testing, and 
assessing the runtime operations of C4IIoT platform. This component will, through an Event 
Captor Module developed for the purpose, audit critical components and processes of the 
infrastructure while leveraging monitoring mechanisms developed in the context of the project. 
Based on that input, the component will provide an evidence-based, certifiable view of the 
security posture of the C4IIoT platform, with accountability provisions for changes that occur 
in said posture and the analysis of their cascading effects, supporting the runtime checking 
based on sets of associated claims and assessments. Also, the methodology and procedures for 
the automation of security certification are also part of this component, providing different 
certification models tailored to, e.g., specific security standards, service level agreements, or 
legal and regulatory obligations (e.g., GDPR).  
The real-time, continuous assessment of the security posture of the organization's platform will 
be enabled by a purpose-built Event Captor Module using Elasticsearch (ELK stack), which 
will be responsible for aggregating the required evidence from multiple sources related to the 
operation of individual components, as well as the overarching processes where these 
components are involved in. Several built-in security assessments addressing the 
Confidentiality – Integrity – Availability (CIA) principles among custom metrics that will be 
tailored with respect to the platform’s components will be utilized, leveraging an evidence-
based approach, to provide security assurance assessments with certifiable results. A high-level 
view of SAP’s architecture is presented in the figure below.  
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The Security Assurance Platform is comprised of five primary modules:  

• Cyber System Asset Loader: The component responsible for receiving the cyber 
system’s asset model for the target organization. This model includes the assets of the 
organization, security properties for these assets, threats that may violate these 
properties, and the security controls that protect the assets and is based on STS’s 
Assurance Model. 

• Vulnerabilities Loader: The component responsible to load the known vulnerabilities 
of the identified assets and updating the assurance platform depending on the 
organization's assets included in the assurance model. It is composed of two 
subcomponents, (a) the vulnerabilities loader and (b) the vulnerabilities database. 

• Monitor: A runtime monitoring engine, built-in Java, that offers an API for establishing 
the monitoring rules to be checked. This module is composed of two submodules: (a) 
the monitoring database and (b) the monitor. The role of the module is to forward the 
runtime events from the application’s monitored properties and finally obtain the 
monitoring results. 

• Event Captor Module: The Event Captor is a tool, built-in Java, that based on collected 
data received by Elasticsearch and triggering events, formulates and aggregates a 
payload and pushes the latter towards the monitoring module for evaluation. Data and 
events are mostly collected through Elastisearch which collects data through lightweight 
shippers (namely Beats), such as Filebeat, MetricBeat, PacketBeat, etc., that forwards 
and centralizes log data. Data can also be collected through Logstash, an open server-
side data processing pipeline that ingests data from a multitude of sources transforms it, 
and then sends it to ElasticSearch. The Event Captor is initiated through the respective 
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REST calls from the monitoring module. The communication between the Event Captor 
Module and the ELK stack is made through an encrypted (TLS enabled) channel. 

• Dynamic Tester: The component responsible for initiating the testing assessment. The 
module consists of two components: (a) the dynamic tester or manager and (b) the 
dynamic testing tool. 

 
Input 
Asset model, assessment criteria and profiles, Assessment execution models, Events from event 
captors, CVEs 

 
Output 
Assessment results, security posture of target organization, monitor rule evaluation results 
(violation/compliance)  

 
Step by Step Usage 
After deploying the Security Assurance Platform, an organization and any number of projects 
need to be declared: e.g., Organisation: C4IIoT, Project(s): ProjectA, ProjectB. Following this, 
an asset model needs to be defined for each project. Assets can be of different types, e.g., 
Software, Hardware, Process, Persons, Data. They can be added either manually, via the 
Assurance GUI, or batch-uploaded in the form of an .xlsx file. Additionally, more assets may 
be added automatically by the Dynamic Testing functionality of the platform (discovered 
assets). 
Following asset addition, any number of assessments may be run, that include the assets above. 
To do this, new Assessment Criteria need to be defined using the appropriate menu in the GUI. 
These criteria define the different types of assessments that can be used (e.g., Monitoring or 
Dynamic Testing assessment) as well as their rules. Then, these Criteria can be grouped into 
one Assessment Profile. From the “Assessments” tab, any defined Assessment Profile can be 
run, with their results visible in tabular format. This table is constantly updated and the results 
appear as they come. 

 

4.3.10 Behavioral Analysis and Cognitive Security (BACS) 

 
Concepts/Features 
The main idea behind this component is to have different anomaly detection algorithms at all 
three layers of the infrastructure: at edge, field gateway and cloud. It contains training and 
testing scripts for Deep Learning, Machine Learning and Differentially private models, it 
contains anomaly generation scripts, and scripts for the simulation of the real-world scenario. 
Anomaly Detection (AD) models from BACS component are available on all three layers of 
the C4IIoT architecture: Edge, Field gateway and Cloud. Communication is taken care of by 
kafka, it contains simulation scripts mentioned above, and scripts for data handling. There are 
three main types of AD models: Machine Learning models, Deep Learning models, and 
Differentially Private models. 
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Input 
An example of an input for the Logistics use case is presented in the table below: 

 

timestamp GPS_lat GPS_lon GPS_alt GPS_speed GPS_num_sats ACC_x_RMS ACC_y_RMS ACC_z_RMS 

 

2020-03-11 
12:54:29 

45.24574 19.85127 85.9 0.228 7.0 1.52182 0.822946 9.64977 

 

 

And for the Smart Factory use case use case: 

 

timestamp velocity acceleration 

2020-01-20 14:53:36  11.58  0.51 

 
 

Output 
An example of an output for the Smart Factory  use case is presented below: 

 
Step by Step Usage 

1) Start the zookeeper server 

$ bin/zookeeper-server-start.sh config/zookeeper.properties 

 

2) Start the kafka server 

$ bin/kafka-server-start.sh config/server.properties 

 

3) Create or reset kafka topics 

$ bash reset_topics.sh 

 

4) Start the MEDICI simulator 

$ python3 MediciSim.py medici ToFGBACSL1 ToCloudBACSL1 (the logistics use case) 

$ python3 MediciSim.py medici ToFGBACSF1 ToCloudBACSF1 (the smart-factory use case)  

 

Example MEDICI simulator for SFUC:  

$ python3 MediciSim.py medicif ToFGBACSF1 ToCloudBACSF1 normal_mode 
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Example MEDICI simulator for LUC: 

$ python3 MediciSim.py medici ToFGBACSL1 ToCloudBACSL1 normal_mode 

 

5) Start BACS@FG 

$ python3 BACSFGL.py                (the logistics use case) 

$ python3 BACSFGSF.py               (the smart factory use case) 

 

6) Start BACS@Cloud 

$ python3 BACSCloudL.py             (the logistics use case) 

$ python3 BACSCloudSF.py            (the smart factory use case) 

 

 

7) Start an edge node simulator  

$ python3 FGRSim.py LUC_Dev1                 (the logistics use case, finite data 
flow) 

$ python3 FGRSimInfinite.py LUC_Dev1         (the logistics use case, inifinite data 
flow) 

$ python3 SFEdgeNodeSim.py AGV_Dev1          (the smart factory use case, finite data 
flow, replace AGV_Dev1 with device_id) 

$ python3 SFEdgeNodeSimInfinite.py AGV_Dev1  (the smart factory use case, infinite 
data flow, replace AGV_Dev1 with device_id) 

Infinite data flow means that the simulator works until the script is stopped manually.  

 

4.3.11 Traffic Analysis Module (TAM) 

Concepts/Features 
The Traffic analysis module uses a database of pre generated signatures to detect threats in 
encrypted traffic. It breaks the network packets into flows and examines the sequence of the 
packet metadata such as payload length to see if it matches known malicious signatures. More 
malicious signatures can be constructed by using labelled malicious datasets and finding 
sequences of packet payload lengths which correspond to malicious behaviour, the generated 
signatures will have to be tested in benign traffic as well to avoid false positives. The traffic 
analysis module has been enhanced by two other open-source sub modules which help deal 
with threats in encrypted traffic. The JOY submodule can detect and report on weak versions 
of TLS by analysing the TLS handshake and prevent TLS downgrade attacks. While the JA3 
algorithm can create a hash for each existing encrypted connection and use a whitelist to only 
allow these connections and report on new connections detected which could belong to 
malicious software. The JA3 whitelist method can only work in closed environment were only 
a certain number of TLS connections exist and is ideal for an IIoT setting. 
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Input / Output 
The traffic analysis module takes as input a list of malicious signatures that matches on live 
network traffic, as well as a whitelist of TLS connections checksums which are known a-priori 
and allowed in the environment. Also, it can take as argument the specific network interface 
that is requested to monitor. In the Kafka client we can set where to send the alerts generated 
and set the appropriate certificates to make the connection encrypted. In the images below we 
can see some examples of the traffic analysis module output in JSON format.   

 

 

 
 
As we can see in the images, we can set variables such as the device and data id in order to 
know where these alerts are being generated from. A timestamp to indicate the time of the attack 
and source and destination IP addresses for mitigation and incident response purposes. The 
AttackType indicates the type of the attack and it translates to what the traffic analysis module 
has detected. The type of the attack reported will either be the name of the signature detected 
which will be a combination of the name of the malware and the action being executed or it 
will be deprecated-TLS_Detected which corresponds to weak encryption being detected or New 
JA3 hash found which means a new TLS connection has been detected. 
 

Step by Step Usage 
The traffic analysis module as described in the installation guide can be loaded from a .tar file 
as a docker image. The it can be run as a docker container and the user can select the interface 
to monitor and the script to run for that interface. How to set up the Kafka connection and add 
the JA3 hashes in the whitelist has been explained in the installation manual. The scripts can 
also be executed from inside the docker image as seen in the images below. 

 

 

 
Thee connectivity with Kafka can be tested using the pcaps already included in the docker 
image and if replayed in the interface will produce alerts: 
$ tcpreplay -i eth0 --topspeed Muhstik-Attack-SSH.pcap 

$ tcpreplay -i eth0 --topspeed weak-key-tls.pcap 

$ tcpreplay -i eth0 --topspeed CTU-normal.pcap 
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4.3.12 Hardware Enabled Smart Factory Edge Node 

Concepts/Features 
The different packages installed in the configuring procedure are distributed as it is shown in 
the Figure below: 
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In blue, it appears the low-level components as the TPM2.0 software and hardware. In pink 
appears the components related to the operating system. The drivers and the resource manager 
appear in orange. The TCTI (TPM Command Transfer Interface) communicates the 
components already mentioned with the TPM2 TSS (TPM Software Stack). The main 
components in the Figure 1 are: 

 

• TPM Command Transfer Interface (TCTI):  handles all the communication to and 
from the lower layers of the TSS software stack. 

• TPM2 ABRMD: is a system daemon implementing the TPM2 access broker and 
Resource Manager specification from the TCG. . It should be started as part of the OS 
boot process. Communication between the daemon and clients using the TPM is done 
with a combination of DBus and Unix pipes. 

• TPM2 PKCS11: PKCS #11 is a Public-Key Cryptography Standard that defines a 
standard method to access cryptographic services from tokens/devices such as 
hardware security modules (HSM), smart cards, etc. In this project, we intend to use a 
TPM2 device as the cryptographic token. 

• TPM2 Tools: is a set of tools implemented on TPM2 TSS functionalities in order to be 
executable in bash. 
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Input 

PKCS#11 commands, hashes, imported keys. 
 

Output 
Signed hashes, public keys, info about cryptographic tokens. 

 
Step by Step Usage 
The smart factory edge node is deployed in a local network where different nodes are connected 
and interact between then through the Field Gateway and the blockchain network. Once the 
Smart Factory Edge Node starts, the tpm2-abrmd daemon establishes communication between 
the operating system and the software stack installed on top of it. The PKCS#11 interface is in 
charge of receiving signature requests from the blockchain client. Keys can be imported from 
outside through the TPM2-tools module.  For the creation of keys a token must be initialized 
through the pkcs11 tool following the next steps: 
 
First, it necessary to set the environment variable TPM2_PKCS11_STORE in order to indicate 
where the token will be stored in the file system. Then, using the tpm2_ptool the following 
commands will be executed: 

• ./tpm2_ptool init  
• ./tpm2_ptool addtoken –pid=1 –sopin=1234 –userpin=1234 –label=fabric 

 

These parameters are: 

• --pid: The primary object id to associate with this token. 
• --sopin: The Administrator pin. This pin is used for object recovery. 
• --userpin: The user pin. This pin is used for authentication for object use. 
• --label: A unique label to identify the profile in use, must be unique. 

 
The value of these parameters must be the indicated one. Since these parameters are used by 
Hyperledger Fabric to create keys in the token previously created. 
 

For importing an external key in the TPM the following commands will be executed: 
 

• tpm2_createprimary -C o -c parent.ctx -G ecc 
• tpm2_evictcontrol -c parent.ctx 
• tpm2_import -i imported-key.key -r private_key.tss -u public_key.tss -Gecc -C 

parent.ctx 
• tpm2_load -C parent.ctx -u public_key.tss -r private_key.tss -c key.ctx 
• tpm2_evictcontrol -c key.ctx 
• ./tpm2_ptool init --primary-handle=0x81000000 
• ./tpm2_ptool addtoken --pid=1 --sopin=1234 --userpin=1234 --label=fabric 
• ./tpm2_ptool link --label=fabric --userpin=1234 --key-label=fabric-key private_key.tss 

public_key.tss 
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The .ctx file are the files used to create a context where the keys will be stored. This context 
creates an internal hierarchy in the TPM. The .tss files are the files used to reference the public 
and private key in the context of the TSS (TPM Software Stack). The handle (0x81000000) is 
used to reference the context from the TSS vision to the TPM2 PKCS#11 module where the 
blockchain will be interact. 
 

4.3.13 Binsec/UAFuzz 

Concepts/Features 
The component is UAFuzz, an evolution of the BINSEC tool with a new patch-oriented-testing 
method, that allows to focus the testing on specific targets of the code. Its role is to help 
incremental testing by a targeted patch differential analysis (i.e., trying to find security 
vulnerabilities by focusing on the recent additions to the code). This relies especially on the 
integration of the greybox fuzzing engine AFL. The details of the components have been 
presented at the RAID cybersecurity conference: “Nguyen MD, Bardin S, Bonichon R, Groz 
R, Lemerre M. Binary-level Directed Fuzzing for Use-After-Free Vulnerabilities, RAID 2020” 
and at Black Hat USA 2020: “About Directed Fuzzing and Use-After-Free: How to Find 
Complex & Silent Bugs”. 
 

Input 
The inputs of UAFuzz are:  

• A binary executable which will be the program under test;  

• A Valgrind trace showing a problematic execution;  

• A timeout (time during which UAFuzz will execute)  

 

Output 
UAFuzz will return the number of inputs that it finds that leads to a program crash, and will 
also collect all the inputs that lead to the program crash.  
 

Step by Step Usage 
To fuzz a program, two steps must be performed.  

The first is the preprocessing step:  
$UAFUZZ_PATH/scripts/preprocess.py -f $PUT -v $targets -o $FUZZ_DIR 

• Where $PUT is the program under test (the executable of the program)  

• $FUZZ_DIR is the directory where the execution will take place.  

• $targets is the path to the valgind file that allows to direct the execution 

The second is the fuzzing step:  
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$UAFUZZ_PATH/scripts/run_uafuzz.py -f $FUZZ_DIR/$PUT -M fuzz -i 
$FUZZ_DIR/in -o run -r "$FUZZ_DIR/$PUT @@" -I $runmode -T 
"$FUZZ_DIR/$PUT.tgt" -to $timeout 

Where  

• $timeout is the timeout (in seconds)  

• $FUZZ_DIR is the directory where the execution will take place.  

• $PUT is the program under test (the executable of the program)  

• $FUZZ_DIR/in is a directory containing the initial seeds for the testing.  


